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WEATHER HURT ATTENDANCE

Gave Rotarians An Inform
ing Talk Upon the Affairs But Identity Of Easter Cove Victim Not Established, and Being the Story Of Mt. O-J-I and the Country’s Third But In Every Other Particular the North Knox Fair Was
No Arrests In Sight
Largest Storage Basin
of Our Hospital
An Old-Fashioned Humdinger
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of two brothers, Germans now liv
COMMUNITY CHEST
it was the forenoon outlook which canned goods and cooked food. He
RAWLEY RETAINS LEAD
Leaving Kokadjo we bear sharply now to the loose rocks on the surface. made hundreds of would be patrons was Justly complacent over the fact
ing in New York. William and Felix cessity of its maintenance upon a
In
Shirley
there
is
a
ball
game
high level of efficiency. The situa
that he had received 12 flrst prizes,
Kozak, who will start a two years' tion our hospital ls called upon to ' This Campaign Is To Raise Thomas H. Chisholm To Acthe leU and flnd ourselves on the which has attracted quite a crowd decide to stay at home.
The entertainment features left three seconds, and one third, with
_
.
private road built by and for the of Sunday sightseers, but we were
cruise by sailing their new vessel | face at this time, she said, is that
$3000 By Voluntary Sub
company Contest Winners] Great Northern Paper Company- hardly prepared for the mob which nothing to be desired. The midway his 17 entries.
across the Atlantic. The craft is 50 1 which every hospital in the country
was breezy, the vaudeville acts were Seven Tree Orange had. as usual, a
scriptions
Wl
To Chicago
| the corporation which produced the we found In Guilford where Tdfcus exceptionally good and the fact that very complete display of farm products
feet long, 14 feet beam and eight I is dealing with.
the home team were having a the track record was thrice broken —In fact all of the Grange exhibits
I "Those hospitals." Miss Daly added,
] newsprint you are now holding in and
feet four inches draft. She will be [“are doing loyal work and so are
pitched l)attle. In a previous issue during the racing events speaks for were so good that the Judges were
Ralph Rawley retained his lead in j your hands.
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tchooner-rigged with a 40-horse- we. Their doors and ours must be
I I have already given the salient itself. And of course we must not hard put to It to decide
the Century of Progress Contest
j points of that contest so far as they forget Si. singing cop. who filled ln
power gasoline engine. The two ' kept wide open day and night. We gaged ln a canvass to raise $3000 for after the semi-weekly count of Fri
We Meet Mr. Gary
The largest exhibit of cattle—going
i had a local bearing. It was worth the few spare intervals with song, now
are splendidly supported. I want to the help of the Home for Aged Wom- day afternoon but is cIosp pressed foout into the open—was made by
brothers will sail her all alone.
j
And
thus
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to
Grant
Farm,
something to have seen Don Bren jokes and monologue. The Humphrey Walter Burgess of South Union, and
express my gratitude and admiration en and to retain here the service of | top honors by Norma Seavey who
for the generous help given through the Red Cross, which without this made a sizable gain. Miss Breen also still bearing the original name, but nan of the New York Yankees and announcing system helped spread other large exhibitors were P. C.
Jackman of the Philadelphia Giants
these trying times by the merchants
immediate help must be withdrawn— 1 gained on the leader to keep a firm under the proprietorship of W. I. again in action. Guilford has been this entertainment throughout the Rokes. Union; Lorenzo Llnscott,
'of Rockland They are splendid."
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a
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man
very
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appeara good baseball town for many years. under the leadership of Director | H
j At the conclusion of Miss Daly's
Union;
Willard
practical and informing address the ticular to the less fortunate classes of Harden advanced to fourth displacing ance who has for 12 years been with
Kirkpatrick.
furnished
popular I Mank, Waldoboro, and Albert SherA Shock For Gonia
The Clarence Ulmer Place and Fur i Rotarians rose to their feet and gave ,hp
Tom Pietrosky. Donna deRochemont the Great Northern, and who told
In Dover-Foxcroft we changed to music, and there was none of the ' man. Appleton.
'
v
made a gain to ahead of Doris Caven. me that four camps are now getting
nishings will be sold at once to I her thelr approval through a storm
V. W. Canham. agricultural editor
The following contributions have
With but a llttle over two
Route 100 for Dexter, a town which stalling that so many bands affect.
of
applause.
settle estate. Good home on Tal
Beano, as usual was the best pat of the Lewiston Journal and Sun was
been received. Others may be sent go the contestants are using every out 32.000 cords of pulp wood, which ls rather proud of its 4000 popula ronized of the diversions The Cou
bot avenue, large lot: Household
j either to the Chamber of Commerce resource to secure more votes The will later be brought out on runners. tion and plumes itself with being rler-Oazette reporter was Informed
“The Heart of Maine " And ln this
Goods, Player Plano, Radio: Steam
or to this paper. Checks should be tr*P wl'l start on Oct. 18 or there- And It was from here that we got a town we make a short detour ln order that a woman 84 years old was one of
Boiler with Complete Drilling out
made payable to Community Chest ab°uts and the winners will be prop- wonderful view of the Katahdin that Mr. Gonia may call at the home the participants
Ocean View Ball Room
fit. Call—
The dean of the concessionaires
Dr. C. D. North ......................... 5.00 " y ,?a^,r,?nfd The schedule for range and flrst heard the story of where he and Mrs. Gonia and Mr.
Music by
-rh» n,-.
^^ the trip will be announced shortly. “O. J. I.” Katahdin itself Is a mile and Mrs. H. O. Cole made a pleas was Charles M Cook of Rockland,
MRS. FRANK CROCKETT. Admr.
Eddie Whalen’s
The Britt Home . ............. ..... . 15.00 J The standing to Friday noon
who confessed to having followed
ant visit a few years ago.
54 Oliver Street
Phone 421-R
Gwendolyn F. Rochester .-......... 25.00 Ralph Rawley ...............
12.254 high — Maine's loftiest hilltop. To
PRIVATEERS
Nobody answered when he rapped agricultural fairs for 42 years. "Ever
lW-118
U6Th-S-tf , Cora F. Talbot _____________ 25.00 Norma Seavey ______ ______ 11.755 be best appreciated it must be seen at the door, but eventually a neigh- get tired of it?" he was asked. "Sure."
was the answer, “but each year I get
Thimble Club .................... ........ 5 00 Elizabeth Breen ----------------- 10.631 in winter when it is wearing its be- j bor came
the fever " And Charlie always gives
E. E. Simmons ........................... 2.00 j Sidney_Harden ........................ 7,772 coming cap of ice and snow. But
“J was ^Ing to flnd Mr. Folsom," value
received.
Tom Pietroski
7516 that spectacle obtains long After |
John Gribbel .......___ ......____ 20 00
The Courier-Gazette is indebted
at home; he's up there"
Donna deRocfiemont
6.822
ROCKLAND LIONS CLUB PRESENTS
to Mrs. F O. Jameson, wife of one of
. G. Carl Cassens......................... 2.00 Doris Caven ............................. 6.356 winter has been thrown into the dis- 1 was the response,
! Mary E. Haines......................... 5.00 | William Cross
card. Guests seated on the piazza ] Following the direction of the the trustees, for a personally con
5.238
ducted tour of the large exhibition
A Friend .................................... 25 00 j Edw’ard Hayes. Jr. . ............... 5,129 of the Grant Farm Hotel wield fans ^Ybbors Index Anger Mr. Gonia hall, which by the way ranks second Drivw Nash lays down ihe law
j John W. Burns ....
15.00 Robert Hall ............................ 4902 to drive away the heat of June and saw that It was directed at a grave only to Presque Isle ln this State.
yard. and he learned that his erst
I Aldana F. Bicknell .................. 5.00 Mary Dodge ........................... 4 832 July, but in the distance can see while host had died suddenly a few Mrs Jameson had charge of the hall
Elinor Speer ............. ............ 4 687
exhibits and everybody will hasten to thc Orange Day speaker Thursday
Dudley Wolfe ........................... 50.00 Judson Howard ......................
weeks before
4.355 Katahdin still snow capped.
and addressed a good sized and high
It was rather an odd way of break acclaim the results she achieved.
I Herbert W. Keep ...................... 5 00 Kelsey. Benner .......
4,354
We dined at the Grant. Farm and
The Grange exhibits this year were ly interested audience in the grand
A Rollicking Four-Act Musical Comedy
! Mrs. E. W. Berry ...................... 2.00 Henry Marr ........................... 3,487 were surprised to learn that we were ing the n«ws. however.
In Dexter was an unusual title for especially good, flrst prize going to stand. HO spoke of the success this
___
2,388 taxed only 75 cents for a full course a wavslde store — “Shade o' Pines" White Oak Grange of North Warren, organization has achieved, and how
j Previously reported ................ 986.00 Sam Beverage
1,504
J Itooevik Club ......................... 5.00 M Antilla .............
and I saw gladiolas for sale. And whose display was ln charge of Mrs. It can aid In the present situation.
Bernard Nelson ....... ............. 1,497 turkey dinner, excellently served.
Grace Jameson. Among the exhibits “If you left the Orange out of the
Mr. and Mrs. M. E Wotton .... 10.00 Leroy Stickney ...................... 1,451 Glancing through late pages tn the may I add that I was glad to see was a squash weighing 564 pounds. community you would see the dif
that they spelled it the good old
H. Robishaw ........................... 1,318 register I read some familiar Rock- fashioned way and none of that White Oak has 120 members and they ference," Mr Canham told his audi
ence Speaking of the new pilot for
Total to date ......................$1,000.01 Bernard Thompson ....... ........ 1,001 land names—Mr. and Mrs. C. F. 1 glad-dy-o-lye stufT. Lilacs ls an- are real workers.
The Auxiliary to Storer-Collins the 8hlp of State, he predicted that
• • • »
Snow and Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Bick other name that has been modern Post, A. L. can always be counted tf the crew stands by it the ship will
ized. Nobody can make me think
Thomas H. Chisholm has accepted nell among them.
they smell half as good as they did upon for a good exhibit and had one be brought into port.
ADMISSION 40c—CHILDREN, 25c_ALL SEATS RESERVED
1
the
offer
of
the
Contest
managers
to
Mine Host Gary obligingly made when they called 'em lay-locks. And this year, with Its efficient president
DAILY TRIPS
chaperone the winners of the Cen out passes which Insured us passage wasn't there a spell when they called Mrs. George Cameron in charge.
Seats Cheeked at Chisholm's in Rorkland; McDonald's, Thomaston
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
The 4 II dobs
tury of Progress race to Chi across Ripogenus Dam, and the un peonies "pinies?”
The fancy work included the best
117-118
$3.50 One Way: S6.30 Round Trip
Over 100 boys and girls belonging
cago. It is hard to think of a choice known country beyond. We started
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
Between Dexter and Newport there display of quilts ever shown at Union
which would meet with greater popu on this leg of our Journey, eyes had been a serious automobile acci Fair, and as for flowers you could to the 4 H clubs of Knox county
iProteet yourself with Railroad
lar favor for "Tom" Chisholm is well fastened onto the underbrush with dent—serious to the cars, but no see them all over the hall, of a char presented exhibits which occupied
Responsibility
acter that testified to well tended two booths of 10 feet each, double
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel, and favorably known ln every corner the full expectation of seeing the body injured, apparently.
gardens. Mrs. Perry, who specializes the space in 1932. and they attracted
wild animals which are said to fre
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland, of this city.
We Make a “Short Cut”
with her Willowbrook Dahlia Farm a great deal of admiring attention.
quent this road. But the only wild
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland:
As we pass through Corinna the
There was $85 available for prizes
Watch for the NRA directory, list animal we saw was a tame one—a
and B. L. Davis, Life Saver Cabins,
orb of day has eluded the cloud
flrst being $1.50. second 75 cents and
tame
deer
proceeding
calmly
along
at
Warren.
ing of merchants who are members
ENSEMBLE
third 40 cents in each class.
INDIVIDUAL
PIANO INSTRUCTION
the highway near the Dam. acting strata, with thc result that we saw
This list gives the kind of exhibits
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO. to appear soon Jn The Courier-Ga as a sort of convoy for two cows a gorgeous sunset. They are tar
ring
the
roads
late
in
the
season
up
STUDIO
on display and the club members’
TEL. 92
99-tf
zette.
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which certainly did not look fe
that
way.
names winning first, second and
rocious.
Newport has a striking monument,
third honors.
Crossing
The
Dam
49-t f
to Its war heroes of the land and sea,
Sewing, seniors - first honors.
ROCKLAND,
ME.
TELEPHONE 708 OR 489-R
The gate swung promptly open and here we found a locality where
Annie Rhodes. Union; second Marian
■ when I handed our magic slip of the German police dog is evidently
Hobbs, Hope, Edith Nash. Camden;
Class Work For First. Second and Third Year Students
Parcel Delivery
I paper to the tender, who proved to the favorite canine.
Esther Robbins, Charlotte Robbins,
ENROLLMENT CLOSES OCTOBER 21
Desiring to come home by a dif
j be an exceedingly genial and accom
South Hope; third. Mary Blake, Union
’
117-lt
modating person by the name of J. ferent route Ed remembered a “short,
Ruth Munroe, Doris Munroe, Cam
Family Washing*
! F. McInnis. Mr. McInnis who has cut” from Newport to Belfast. Ed
den; Annie Wallace, Ava Wallace,
Friendship.
| been on the Job since 1924 told me has splendid Judgment — on wallCalled For and Delivered
Specialize en Chimes and French
that Ripogenus Dam ls 720 feet long paper, and many other things, but If “My goodness!" she exclaimed I know
Sewing. Young Farmer - first
Clocks
honors. Louise Nash, Camden.
and 82 feet high at the highest he ever suggests a short cut to you
I'm going lo be late to thr fair
All Work Guaranteed
point. It was completed in 1916 tell him gently but firmly that you
Sewing, Juniors, First honors, Fran
Walter Dorgan
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
ces Rhodes. Union; Velma Grey. CamBeing simply a storage dam It dif prefer the main llne. Through Ply
Jeweler
fers entirely from the Wyman Dam mouth, North Dlxmont, Dixmont and won first prize. Mrs. Morton of Union densecond Hope Bowley, South Hope;
TeL 106-R
THE GRAY LINE
Now Located at
at Bingham, which I have described Brooks we came—country roads for second and Mrs. Helen Gushee of I Wilma Hannan. Union; Harleth
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
Hobbs. Hope; Alice Baum, South
in a former letter, but. its impor the most part with their full quota Hope third.
Motor Coach Service To All Points
404 Main Street
Rorkland
Mrs. A O. Start had her usual Thomaston; Pauline Young, Union;
tance may be Judged from the fact of hills and rocks, and plenty of op
j that the basin flows back 32 miles, portunity to go astray if you are amazingly fine exhibit of ’'glads, Edna Long. Camden; Virginia Carr.
Excursion Rates
i and that it Is the largest artificial traveling ln the night, time. ,Brooks and told the reporter that she Camden; Beatrice Barton, Port Clyde
I looked at with especial interest be raised 310 varieties this year. She
storage basin in the United States.
Authorized Carriers (or the Greyhound Lines.
(Continued on Page Slxi
While at the gate house we met Mr. cause of previous visits to it with also told how she fought the recent
For Tickets and Information—rail
and Mrs. Edwin L. Moulton of Wool Fred C. Black, head of Black & Gay, cold snap with 150 fires fed with
The Thorndike, 385 Main St.
Sheldon's Drug Store, 444 Main St.
wich. who ln the course of a fort Canners, whose large factory there crank case oil A beautiful display of YOUR FAVORITE POEM
night's vacation had hiked a matter has been such an industrial blessing mixed flowers was offered by Mrs. M.
Phone 620’
Phone 646-W
C. Stephenson of Union.
of 140 miles or more. Mrs. Moulton to that community.
117-119
Are just in and will be on sale until we are ready to
If I had to live my life again I would
Home at 8.30 with the knowledge
The fruit exhibit this year was the have made a rule to read some poetry
comes naturally by her roving spirit.,
plant the first week in October.
Get your bulbs
and
listen to Rome music at least once
that
it
had
been
a
fairly
busy
day.
smallest ln a long time, due to the a week.
for one of her ancestors was the flrst
The loss of these tastes ls a loss
woman to come down the Allegash with 389 miles to our credit, and fact that It ls an exceptionally poor of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
now if you want the kind we plant ourselves.
river ln a canoe. Mr. Gonia and having stopped to partake of "three apple year, and that terrible hall
PHILOSOPHY
Mrs. Moulton found that they had squares' 'and witness three innings storm. Walter Calderwood of Union
of a ball game. Imagine a perform won flrst prize for plate apples. The If there’s no eun. I still can have the
I mutual acquaintances in Woolwich.
ance
like
that
ln
the
old
horse
and
moon;
North Knox Orchards, M. Rlstano
In the many miles of forest, that
no moon, the stars my needs
Registrations Now Being Made. Phone 1 123-W
proprietor, had an elaborate display If there's
remain to be traversed before we buggy days.
aufllce;
of selected fruit, and good exhibits And. lf these fall I have my evening
reach our destination there is fur
IThe Endl
were also offered by Mitchell Bros, of
lamp.
nished abundant evidence that flre
then's my trusty tallow
! is the most dreaded of all evils ln
Appleton and Jesse Calderwood of Or. lampleas.
dip.
"Buy
in
October"
support
the
gov

Union.
that
sec
Won.
Everywhere
you
see
And
lf
the
dip
goes out. my couch re
371 MAIN ST.
TEL. 318-W
ROCKLAND
63 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND. MF..
] those “Prevent Forest Fires” signs, ernment and the NRA. Commodities Secretary Grinnell was authority for
mains
115-tf
117-118
will
be
higher
next
month.
Buy
in
Where
I
may
sleep
and dream there’s
1 along the highway at frequent Interthe statement that this year’s apple
light again
vals are sentry boxes, to be used October and save.—adv.
crop will not exceed 25 per cent of
-John Kendrick Bangn,

TO SETTLE ESTATE

Dance On Tuesdays

“It’s a Gift”

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Thursday and Friday, October 5 and 6

BOST< )N

RUTH E. SANBORN
MAINE MUSIC STORE

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

Light Tracking

COAST TO COAST

OUR DAFFODIL BULBS

NIGHT SCHOOL OPENS OCTOBER 3
ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE

Daffodils in variety
Madonna Lilies

Narcissus in variety
Mixed Tulips

SILSBY’S

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Every-Other-Day
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PASTOR AT OXFORD
HOSPITAL FUNDS
______________
Albion Beverage, Former
f Another Five Hundred Received Since the Last Re- The NRA Directory Of The Courier-Gazette WiU Tell
Wrestler, Takes Up Work

4-M’ ♦♦♦++♦<

♦

WT

_____ —

I

1

W WT ■ !

▼ Mil I II I Ml
fwi

NOTICING

AIDS MERCHANTS AND PUBLIC

Walt on tire Lord; be of good
courage, and he shall strengthen ++++4,*+++++++++4"t"n,++++++
port Was Made
Consumers What Merchants Support the Code
of the Ministry
thine heart: wait, I say, on the Lord
Have any of this paper's
Pair
Wednesday morning Albion Bever
—Psalm 27:14.
A previous report of funds con
readers, gifted with the
As thc great NRA drive over the Courier-Gazette publish a directory age, Mrs. Beverage, the two children
noticing faculty, noticed—
tributed to the Knox County Oeneral
of those business houses belonging N
and
left Ior Q^d,
DEALING WITH FAILURE
<?>
Hospital, In the canvass being car country gathers momentum it be This is to be done at a nominal cost
.. „
.
.
j
THAT dog-days prolonging of ried on, showed an amount a trifle comes of utmost Importance to in- of $2 00 for the card telling of the w‘iere Ml Beverage has been called
Yesterday's story of the mail pouch themselves into September gave an over $2400 In the brief time since from thc rank and file of consumers business and the advertisements will to be lay preaclier and pastor of the
robbery at the Boston terminal, in illustration of balancing the meteor $500 addltion&l has been received. J t0 what merchants are members of • be published from time to time Oxford Church, a union or federated.
President Griffin announces thc the NRA. Tlie Federal government, through the months to come. This is church of the Congregationalists and |
which the robbers got away with a ological budget which doesn't alto
following total contributions from is putting its full power behind the ] a service The Courier-Gazette will
paltry $5000. missing tlie $100,000 gether meet with your approval.
Methodists. Mr. Beverage is a graduthc various towns in which canvass tremendous consumers' buying drive'give to the merchants and thc comstored in other pouches, gives rise
4s <#>
Frnm towns in thZistartin»
1 wlth an “■lluence
' munity at no cost, the only expense ate
d
‘l d
anew’ to discussion of that phase of THAT thc old fashion of banking has been made. Frem towns In he) ready feit to the utmost corners of j to the merchant being the flrst In- ham M
at Norwioh University, Vermont.
nation
tlie criminal s mind which lias to do homes with sawdust against the win- county whose names are omitted
sertlon.
All NRA members are, ...
there has not as yet any report been
The rank and file or retail mer- eligible and welcome it being the plan
After SQme tlme sp€l’t in Du.iness.
with the disappointments of the pro ter cold appears to have lost favor.
! chants and business houses
have to have the directory as nearly com- , a,nd a >ear, °L’° » ™
V'SLv'
0 4>
received.
fession. How does he feel next morn
$1 497 55 come splendidly into line on
the plete as possible. If the solicitor of ,,lonal sp2”s
a
ing. moodily digesting the paltry THAT on days which are amenable Rockland
31W) government s recovery program, gen- nie Courler-Oazette has not yet frrngP C*’J*
>ta 5*
.?
rewards of his midnight adventure, to to the process the sound of your e^jeii
432 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
n - 00 er«* at considerable cost to them- called phone 770 and leave your name
#*° broS for a"good many
read that further back in the bureau neighbor beating carpets makes a jlsh Polnt
10 00 selves. Now the full strength of the (or the directory.
years. During the past year thc urge
46 00 ] administration's influence is being i
—■.—
drawer lay a casket of Jewels which comfortable ncte in the neighborhood owl's Head & Crescent Beach
nas come upon him to devote his life
105
00
thrown
forcibly
into
a
national
buywould have made him wealthy for scenery.
Thomaston __--------- -------SOUTH WALDOBORO to religious work. For the past six I '
147
0C
ln
8
campaign
to
support
the
NRA
4, 4,
St George
life? Or that in the bank vault from
8. H. Weston is installing a bath- I months he has studied and read under of unusual intelleotual ability and Bates College. There is a high school
25 00 i stores and to keep the thousands of room at Freeland Vannah s.
the direction and assistance of the ' talent, artistic and musical. Four , of 70 students There is a parsonage,
which he hastily backed away under THAT the reference to the autum Dark Harbor and Islesboro
197 50 recently started factories in con.......... Vinalhaven ..................... ...
Mrs Serena Winchenbach is visit-1 pastor of the Baptist Church. Rev brothers are graduates of Harvard partially furnished, and the church
the urge of, firearms,
.
.
.there had. lain nal leaves of Vallombrosa (usually I North Hgven __________
53100 tinued operation.
Just as this section of the country Ir.g her daughter Mrs. Eben Buker in Henry Felton Huse. Intensive train- College, two sisters are college gradu- building ls a neat onc. A hall owned
easily to hls hand a bag containing misquoted i has nothing on the pres- friendship
100
Richmond.
ing has been given ln theology, church ntes. and along with the others, with by the church can be used for social
I
was
the last to feel the evil effects
cne million dollars in real money? ent appearance of this city's street- Waldoboro ........................
2 00 j
Mr. and Mrs Roy Amesof Lincoln- hlst<)ry homiletics, and other sub- the exception of Elliott are in educa- purposes. There is also the Methoi
of
depression
just
so
it
is
thc
last
to
These are details in the news story side gutters.
6.00
vl.le and Mr and Mrs Frank Ames
y,e Christian minis- tional work. Orris Beverage, de- olst Church building used in winter.
Union
500 feel the warmth of rapidly returning and son junior of Camden were call try. On several occasions he has ceased, was also engaged in similar Oxford has a population of about
Washington
that reporters love to lay emphasis
onnth Thnma.tnn
,,
nn business
life._____
Already
the larger
on Mrs
Nellie
.
. ..
... Church,
_
_., work
, ,in _
.
_
,
li.oo,
__ ________
.__ , in _____
___ . ers..Sunday
r ..
_ ..
—Wallace.
___ ____ , spoken
in
the _
Baptist
and
Baston
and. other
places.
1100 people.
upon and naturally thrill the law- THAT before it gets too chilly to South Thomaston .
Miscellaneous ......................... 165.00 centers come reports of vigorous and Rockiand visitors Saturdav '
ha
*
preached
one
Sunday
night
at
I
With
his
musical
gifts
and
athletic
Friends wish Mr Beverage the best
loving reader. We have always felt poke around in the attic, tf you were
! sustained business activity. It is up
Mrs Nellie Wallace visited Mrs Vinalhaven. Two weeks ago through abilities, competent as he Is to coach of success, and as a little expression
that the chagrin which must accom to dig out that great lot of stuff
Total to date .....................$2,897.05 to„** “ community to help it- Lizzie Thompson tn Friendship Tues6<>od offices of Rev. Rodney W. | baseball, football, basketball and of good will before leaving was handPreviously reported ........... $2.406A5*lfand
partlclp‘lte
this re- day
pany this registration of failure Is you'll never have use for and hand
'
‘
Roundy. superintendent of the Con- 1 athletics in general, his ministry ed to him a modest purse of money.
covery.
supported by a resolution on the part It over to Miss Corbett there Is a lot
The M E. Ladies' Aid will meet gregational Churches of Maine. Mr cannot fall to be of special interest
His membership is with the Ooni To the end that the public may be
Beverage preached tn the ohurch at j to boys and young men.
gregational Church of Dorchester
of the robber to be more careful in of needy folks who will rise up and SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION WORK {informed on who is participating in Oct 11 with Miss Louise Berry.
Oeo Delano is shingling his house Oxford. The Impression made was
Oxford ls a lovely little town bi Mass., and from that church he behis technique and not to be wanting call you blessed.
Miwjonary I inter Reports Good , the NRA program among Rockland and Stanley Simmons is giving his so favorable that he was called.
Oxford County, Just west of Poland comes transferred to Oxford.
ln gratitude to the newspapers for
Work Done Under Unfavorable merchants and business houses the
Henry Felton Huse
Mt. Beverage comes from a family Spring, and near to Lewiston and I
NRA officials have asked that The "0U£e * coat of paint
Conditions
calling attention to his unprofessional THAT the autumnal manifestation
slackness.
in home and public programs of the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
My memory is blessed with many
old-time boiled dinner Is a thing that happy
experiences of this past sum
VETERAN NEWSPAPER MAN
never fails to uplift the heart of man. mer and It is hard to confine my
4 ♦
thoughts to only one or two instances.
The passing of Charles F. Flynt
THAT for a place of ite size our as I am compelled to do in this letter
........................
narrows by that much the already c[ty manifests a copiousness in com- V1
of lhe ‘of adequate
greatly thinned ranks of the veterans munltv sbons which others of eoual ®nanclal JUPP°rt- 1 have
priv,‘
. ,
.
„ aiunn> snops wnicn otners oi equal leged to come Into personal contact
who for two genera,ic~s past have proportion mlght find it difficult to| with more than 00 families, since
figured on the newspaper rolls of emu]ate
March of this year. In this time. I
Maine. Mr. Flynt had retired from i
® *
have also been privileged to visit 42
hls long connection with the Kenne- thAT n.g
unusual schoolhouse active Sunday schools and help 1329
children, of rural communities, who
bee Journal, with which his active t!lat hasn't a dog outside of it waiting otherwise would have been without
life the W’as 76) had been associated. t0 company hls young master home religious training.
but his interest in the profession and ,0 ,jjnner
I feel led to tell you of the Interest
created ln a small community in the
in the old-time friends connected
$
part of my field. The people
with It never had abated. By those THAT the cordiality with which western
_________________
there
have attained_______
far less________
than on
surviving his period he will be recalled
summer visitors respond to the average education and have found it
as a newspaper man of
oi admirable
aamiraoie Often appeals (or funds for public hard to earn a living on their small
parts, who served with zeal the Re- purposes a thing our people shoulg, farms. Evangelistic meetings were
announced and a large number at- j
publican paity with which he was lan^
warmly appreciate,
tended; resulting In over thirty con-,
affiliated, and numbered among his
4,
versions One of these is the superin-1
staunch friends thc men in public
nolhmg lhat „ com. tendent of the Sunday school, which I
life with whom in that connection fOrts the heart as the knowledge that have organized recently. He hesitathe served, and equally held in honor- you have a deposit in the bank, and ed in coming at first because of the
lack of suitable clothes; his best be-1
able regard by those of other politi that just as soon as possible you're ing that which he had worn for some
’ Here's what gives me a kick! You see an
“Did you tee how easily we got out in front
"I really bought this car because of its ad
“Well—you don’t have to urge
to go for a
cal faiths.
opening in tha traffic line, and you cut into it
of those cars? 1 didn't try at all. or I could
vanced style. I thought it would stay modem
cpin since we got the new Oldsmohtle. For the
time on the farm. After considering
going to start one.
without
any effort at all. Some pick-up, be>
have
made
those
fellows
think
f/iaircars
were
for
a
lender
tine.
1
never
dreamed
it
was
first tine in tny life. I’ve found a car t .at 1
that others would attend with no bet
• •
lieve mel"
glued to the ground."
such a performer."
really enjoy driving. '
ter clothing, he consented to do hls
A STYLE RETURNING
THAT there are few occasions best. He now walks sixteen miles j
which more invite sympathy than and rows across a river twice, with
We are pleased to learn that black
when the cold in your head demands the oldest of hls nine children, that
Jewelry is coming back to favor
a handkerchief and you discover that he might do his part in the Sunday
This column doesn't much concern
School work. If your readers could
you left home without one.
hear him and others of this comitself with matters of feminine styles,
♦
munity testify of the change which
but it confesses to recollections of the
THAT some men are so sensitive has come into their lives they would
days when big brooches, wide brace
that the mis-tying of a shoestring have ample cause to rejoice with me
lets. ear-rings, old-fashioned lockets,
ir. God's great blessing to them
: Into a hard knot will render it im
Henry E Ulmer
with combinations of onyx with gold
possible tor him to say a pleasant Missionary of American SS. Union
ana seed pearls, becomingly attended
word all through breakfast.
upon my lady's afternoon frock and
A BATTLESHIP
gave it distinction. Whitby Jet (we
“Say—we’ve "rasaed eighty, and there isn’t
THAT if the open spaces at the Meant to WiUiam Jennings Bryan
“Even going down hill st a fast clip, I still
This is t c rla e to tell whether a car has
“I used to dread this lull e-’ery tine we cane
think Whitby is the word) had also
any whip or weave at all! I believe I could
know that I have this car under perfect con
balance! I’m ta ing this curve at better than
cut tnis way! But fh.s car j-st Boats up withrear of the High School building
drive this fast all day without any extra strain
trol. It’s a great sensation to feel that way
Anything
That
Floated
63 miles an hour and there's no pull on the
cut
even
so
much
as
an
extra
push
on
the
its favored place with shiny Jet beads .
.
about your automobile."
on my nervea."
steerin’ wheel at all."
accelerator."
,
,
. . ,
were used for lhe parking of cars of
Washington. Sept. 12 —Newspaper :
in various forms stringing themselves .
teachers and pupils it might relieve headlines which spoke of a vast
all over the place, lt was Victorian >
I the adjacent narrow streets of a American armada closing in on Cuba
we believe, a term often used with a
' situation which sometimes is annoy left President Roosevelt chuckling j
He knew, as an old Navy Depart- 1
smile, but wc see that many of ite
ing.
ment official, the vast, distinction be
long out-moded idiosyncracies are
tween the lone American battleship
returning, not alone in dress, but
THAT the absence of early frosts and single cruiser in Cuban waters |
besides in books and poetry, in art has contributed handsomely to the an^
scor^ ”r IPore of de®'
, ... „
and other relatively miniature warand other f ashions. and, we shall
beauty
of
the
flower
gardens.
ships
which
were ordered to patrol j
hope, in certain amenities of life and
*
duty
there.
conduct which the world would be the
And the President told his rriends
THAT when you arc boa&ting of
wholeromer for seeing brought back.
how beautifully your car goes you of that classic day. 20 years ago. when '
Mr. William Jennings Bryan, thenj
Meantime, let us bring our Whitby
, ,
....
,
. wish you could say as much for thc Secretary of State, called Mr Roose
Jet out of its attic hiding places and
"What ho! A rain! So here's where we moke
"Thoae brakes certainly take holdl I could
"I didn't see thet sign until it was too late —
'
,
dock that is screwed onto its dash- velt. Assistant Secretary of the Navy,
"WtH. t bet that fellow wondered what passed
another test of the Fisher Ventilating System.
have stopped rn half that distance if 1 had
get early into thc game.
but a rough road doesn't see n to make any
l.im! 1 could tr 11 (rom the look in his eye that
into hls office to demand eloquently:
board.
Well, it works! No rain is getting In —yet
tried.
And
It
takes
only
the
very
lightest
pres

diflerence.
I
never
saw
a
car
so
comfortable
he had his throttle right down against the
plenty of fresh airl"
sure on the pedal, too."
on the rough goin-."
4, 4,
"You must send a battleship right
floor!"
WHEN COMICAL BROWN CAME
THAT thc huge crowds attending awa' . to
Protecl
h rr
Americans there.
T
Mr. Roosevelt protested regretfully |
Arthur Staples' recent story of thr Chicago Fair convey but little
that
the
nearest
American
battle

Comical Brown revived happy memo- fUSSestlon of the mon<,y stringency
1
ships were in Narragansett Bay, a
rles of the times alien our city also which some of us have been led to good four-davs' steaming time away. 1
was one of thc favored pointe of believe the country is suffering from. It made no difference to Mr. Bryan I
d>
who always brushed professional dlf- >
visitation by that artist In thc realm
THAT the horse-chestnut, that Acuities aside.
of humor—We quote:
“I tell vou. Mr. Roosevelt, you must j
"That strangely prolific fun-ma specific for rheumatism when car have a battleship at Port-au-Prince
ried
in
the
pocket,
is
now
presenting
ker. whose work entitles him to a
this verv afternoon."
place along side of Stephen Foster itself for Juvenile activity at the end
"Well." replied t.he young Assist
(though in another school) or along of a string.
ant Secretary of the Naw, "we've
with Harry Lauder in the Scotch, or
got a gunbcat at Guantanamo. 1
Artemus Ward in point of actual
could get that to Port-au-Prince in
“So—here we are, back homc. In the past. I’d
“Here comes another Oldsmobile! I wonder if
“Notice how people stare at us? Well, that's
“Rain's over! Now adjust those ventilators to
THAT*
Bert
Bachelder's
luxuriant
have been tickled to death to be home. But.
we look as smart in thia car ss they do in that
humor.
Instead, Comical Brown
why I houg’.it an Oldsmobile. I used to aec
scoop in the air—and let's take advantage of
mavbs four hours.”
with this car. I wish we were {ust starting.
one. Well, if we do. I know why everybody
Oldsmobilcs
on
tie
street,
and
I
Juat
couldn't
ot
hedge
of
dahlias
and
Dr.
Brown's
the
nice
fresh
atmosphere.
That
certainly
is
"Why. that's all right.” answered
spent his days touring rural New
I'm
an Oldsmobile fan!"
is
taking
a
look
at
ust
”
forget how smart t icy were.’
an improvement."
England; playing in small towns and : petunia crowned stone wall continue Mr. Bryan, greatly relieved. “I want
cities; top price of 35 cente; carrying their bit of color on Union street that you to understand, Mr Roosevelt,
his whole company in a carryall and ' yields much pleasure to thc passer-by. that when I say 'battleship' I don't
mean anything technical. I mean
giving the whole show as a rule, comNow that you’ve read yourself a ride—come in and enjoy thc
something that floats."—Christian
pasing his own songs, new ones each
DEPRESSED WOMEN
Science
Monitor.
thrill of an actual trip — at the wheel of an Oldsmobile Six or
year until the total number of his
(By Ruth Whittemore|
ditties run into the hundreds."
KNOX POMONA GRANGE
Eight! Hundreds havc said that Oldsmobile performance is thc
If I were really out of work.
Those were occasions of note, when
car’s performance quickly and
An amazing book — "How to
Now that my Job has folded up.
finest thev havc ever experienced in any ear—regardless of cost.
Comical Brown rode through our
All Patrons of Husbandry are I
I could, for quite a little while.
accurately. It’s/ree — and you
Test thc Performance of a Motor
Be happy as a Scottie pup.
looking forward to Saturday, Oct, 7,
streets, scattering his handbills right
have never seen anything like
Car” — bas been written by thc
Wc just know you'd enjoy driving an Oldsmobile, for these cars
when Knox Pomona will be enter
But I am never out of work.
anrl left and in loud voice proclaim
it! Comc in and get your free
testing engineers at thc General
Now I must cook and wash and sweep.
tained by Ocean View Grange at
arc really different—not only in what tlicy arc, hut in what
ing thc place of his evening appear
copy today. It is unbiased —
Motors P-roving Ground. With
Muscles grown soft when I'd a Job
Martinsville.
The
filth
degree
will
Will ache at night till I could weep.
ance. Bovs ran yelling in his train;
does not advertise Oldsmobile.
this book, you can judge any
they do, as well. Come in today. We have a ear waiting for you.
be conferred at the forenoon session,
But One must cut expense accounts.
shop-keepers stood in the door and
also the usual business transacted,
Be thankful we can keep afloat;
applauded hts passing. Evening saw
and a picnic dinner served at noon.
When secretaryships go down
First mates must man the Jolly boat.
The following program will be pre
the hall or the church auditorium
sented at the afternoon session: Ad
thronged with the eagerly expectant,
dress ’of welcome by David Ervine,
Goo-bye You got nlze gttchen zlnk.
to enjoy the versatile program, a
Zls bane goot yob. goot cat. goot
Master of Ocean View Grange; re
AND UP
bald.
program that wouldn't much engage
sponse by Bro. John Kearly ot I
Ya. yus zo most time beople dink
D.LANSIN
LANSING
A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
PRICES F. O. B.
an audience of today—but that was
First come bad times—leggo da maid.
Pioneer Grange; musiaal selection, |
1-----------------Virginia Thompson; speaker, Brad
a period of less sophistication. In the
ford Redonnett. county attorney of
retrospect), happy days, which the
Lincoln County; music by Pomona
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
song loudly emphasized by the serv
members; reading, Sister Gertrude
If you are a subscriber to
ice clubs assures us will qoms again.
Hupper; music by 4-H Club Orches
The Courier-Gazette and are
tra of Martinsville; reading, Ina Kin
leaving home for any time, long
ney Orant; music, Genevieve Watts;
Miss Corbett, city matron, has been
or snort, let us mall the paper to
Debate: Resolved—That roadside ad
besieged with pleas for clothing,
you during your absence. The
•which she has been unable to supply.
vertising should be prohibited by law
regular copy of the paper will
in Maine; affirmative, Rosa Cuttlnj
Very little clothing has been received
go to the home as usual. Just
of Good Will and Fred Jameson of
at her office, and the need is greater
telephone the address to the
White Oak Grange; negative, Rosa
than ever. Parents have no money
offlee, or mall a card. The paper
Marshall of Good Will und Herbert
with which to buy, even at rummage
wlll follow wherever you go, and
Waltz of White Oak; 4-H Club dem
will stop on notice when you ar
sales. Children's clothing Is espe
onstration of "Handling and Grading
rive home. There will be no
cially needed—also bedding and
Eggs," by Clifton Meserve of Seven
charge.
VISIT
THE
GENERAL
MOTORS
BUILDING
AT
THE
CENTURY
OF
PROGRESS EXPOSITION, CHICAGO
quilts. Clothing should be left at the

„

♦

$1.98

M’LAIN SHOE STORE

♦♦

LET'S GO

A BIDE IA

♦❖

♦♦

n

♦»

How do you judge a car’s
performance?

OLDSMOBI LE ...Ue Six ‘745.... Tie Eigkt ’845
MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY

21 LIMEROCK STREET

city store on Spring street.

Tree Grange; singin, Knox Pomona,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Every »0 ther-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 1—(Football)—Rockland Shells ts.
Canton Blues, at Community Park.
Oct. 2—Monthly session of -the City
Oovernment
Oct. 2—Lady Knox Chapter. D A R.,
opens Its season at the Copper Kettle.
Oct 2—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Rosa Littlefield.
Oct. 2—Open season on bird hunting
begins.
Oct. 2—Open season on upland game
birds.
Oct. 3-5—Lincoln County Fair. Dam
ariscotta.
Oct. 4—Lincolnville Fair.
Oct. 7—Knox Pomona meets with
Ocean View Grange at Martinsville.
Oct. 10—Joint Installation Knox loda*
and Miriam Rebekahs at I. O O. F. haH.
Oct. 10—Joint Installation Knox Lodge
and Miriam Rebekahs at I O. O. F hall.
Oct
11—Claremont
Commandery’!
school ot Instruction.
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair
Oct. 14—Annual meeting State Fire
men's Association ln Hallowell.
Oct. 14—Quarterly meeting and ban
quet Maine Pire Chiefs' Club In
Hallowel.
Oct. 14—Semi annual meeting of the
Maine State Hand Engine League. Lubec.
Oct. 17-10—Chautauqua ln Rockland.
Oct. 10—Appleton Ridge—Annual Har
vest Home supper and sale of the Will
ing Workers.
Oct. 10—Annual harvest home at
Riverside hall. Appleton.
Oct. 10—Opening meeting of the Bap
tist Men's League season.

SORE
TOES

CORNSINSTANT
SAFE RELIEF

Dr. Scholl’i Zxnopads relieve pain of
corna or wore toe* In
one minute/ It’a the
mild medication in
them that doea it.
They 'alao cushion
the acre apot removing the cause—ahoe friction
and pressure. Zino-pada are alao made in sizes
ior Corns between toea, Callouses and Burnous
—35c a box.

Page Three

Mrs. Carl D. Ol&on of 19 Myrtle
street lias taken to raising peaches—
not on a very large scale, to be sure,
and not calculated to affect the mar
ket, but the sample brought to the
ofllce by a neighbor yesterday was
equal to any which could be found on
the local stands.

Strand Theatre offerings next week
are: Monday-Tuesday. Helen Hayes
and Robert Montgomery in "Another
Language;” Wednesday, Randolph
Scott and Verna Hill in "Man of the
Forest;" Thursday, "Bed of Roses,”
with Constance Bennett and Joel Mc
Crea; Friday. Barbara Stanwyck ln
"Baby Face;" Saturday, "Flaming
Gold," with Bill Boyd and Mae Clark.

OUR SEMI-ANNUAL

Rev. Oeorge H. Welch at the Uni
versalist Church at the 10.45 serv
ice will have as his topic, “The law
and the gospel." The quartet will
The Prayer of an Athlete
sing, “O, all ye works of the Lord."
Whore in all literature can be Stewart- and Chester Wyllie. tenor,
found a more interesting story will present a solo. Church school
than that of Samson? You meets at noon. Kindergarten class
sympathize with him in hls love will resume, holding its meeting dur
Rockland, Me.
The sports editor received a wel making and marriage with the ing the church hour. The week's
Philistine maid. You laugh with activities will Include a meeting of
come call yesterday from W. E. (Bill)
1 50 Pieces
We sre Headquarters lor Dr Scholl’s Shaughnessy, who played halfback him in his Joke with the honey; the Woman’s Society in t.he church
Foot Comlort Appliances and Remedies I on the Bath polo team when that city and his riddle which caused him parlors Wednesday at 3.
80x80 Square
the loss of hls wife. Though you
• • • •
was playing Rockland at frequent
may not approve, there was an
Rev. L. O, Perry, pastor of the
intervals. BUI shook the dust of the
All First Quality
Lloyd Benner is on a trip to the Shipyard City from his shoes five Intensely human interest side to Littlefield Memorial Church will
hts
revenge
with
the
three
huntake
for
hls
morning
subject,
"What
World's Fair
years ago and struck for a warmer i dred foxes. And in hls prowess
Cut from Full Pieces
clime, to wit, Balboa, Canal Zone, and mighty strength there was shall we do In times like this?” Mrs.
Lima
Barter
will
be
soloistJunior
George Everett of Ingraham Hill where he has since been employed ln the same element exhibited that
All Vat Dye
picked a small dish of ripe raspber Uncle Sam's mechanical division. calls forth the hero of worship of church for the children meets at
10 30; Sunday school at 11.45 with a
ries this morning.
Home now on a three months' leave
a Dempsey.
place for everybody and B.Y.P.U. at
Absolutely Fast Color
As a fighter with his back to the 6 15 led by Miss Blanche Oray. using
accompanied by Mrs. Shaughnessy, he
WEATHER
‘ Rockland High plays Crosby High is seen in the pink of condition, and wall he equalled Horatius at the the subject. "Why should all Chris
After the manner of Eugene Field* in Belfast this afternoon, with rea- looking like the proverbial "million bridge. He becomes the lover ot tians be church members?" TYie
young friend, who Just before Christ- sonable hopes of winning,
dollars." His first duty on reaching Delilah and you are Intrigued with pastor will preach at 7.15 from the
mas was as good as he could be.iso j
-------Rockland yesterday was to look up the plots of this woman and the subject, "The NRA and the mark
Other Percales, 19c
September, as if regretting its record
x large number of Rebekahs were some of the old polo fans, and when Philistines to discover the source of the beast." The Lord's supper
will be observed at the close of the
of rainy days, and wishing to anticl- m Warren Monday, guests of Mystic he finally came across Walter Larra of his strength.
At last the woman wins; Sam service. Prayer meeting at 7.30 on
pate the certain glories of October. Lodge at supper. Miriam conferred bee polo talk held sway for quite
son
is
shorn
of
his
strength,
and
Tuesday evening.
presents to us this final morning of' the degree upon one candidate,
some time.
his' eyes are put out. In hls
• • • •
the month the most glorious of skies,
misery he offers this prayer,
Rally Sunday will be observed at
cheerful breezes out of the northwest
Members of Miriam Rebekah Lodge
j See our display of Hand Made Quilts, some nearly 200 years old — The Prize
ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
"Lord Ood, remember me. I pray the Pratt Memorial Methodist Episco
and in short an Ideal day of autumn. who have birthdays ln October. No
thee, only this once. O Ood. that pal Church tomorrow all day. At
vember
and
December,
are
asked
to
It Is the Invoking of a pleasant mood
Winners at Montpelier
L
Wiley Comer and Tenant’s Harbor
I may be avenged of the Philis the morning preaching service at
ln which to bid farewell to harvest meet at Odd Fellows hall tonight at
Services at the usual hour Sun tines for my two eyes."
10.30
the
pastor
’
s
sermon
topic
will
117*11
(I
moon and the final days of vacation 7.30 for rehearsal.
And Samson took hold of the be "Drawing the bow with full
day morning In each of these
time. The general forecast hints at
churches. Rally day wlU be observed two middle pillars which support strength." The vested choir under
SENTER
CRANE
COMPANY
Ruth E. Sanborn will resume teach in both the church and Sunday ed the house, of the one with the the leadership of Mrs. Marianne
moderate temperature for Sunday
with maybe showers, but locally we ing Oct. 15. The flrst of a series of school, and the pastor will give a right hand and of the other with Bullard will sing “I wlll dwell In the
The woman gazed at the picture to learn to talk; and it is not his
venture the prediction that lt will be student recitals will be Friday eve message of which NIRA is an abbre his left. And Samson said. "Let house of the Lord." Eville and '"Die
CAMDEN
ning, Oct. 10. Enrollment for class viation of the subject; observance of me die with the Philistines.' Crucifix,’ Faure. Promotion Day ex
with marked Interest. “So that's the learning to talk, but hls not learning
a fair day.
work closes Oct. 21.
the Lord’s supper at the close cf the And he bowed himself with all hls ercises will take place during the
Malden Cliff Rebekah Lodge has hussy, ls lt?” she remarked presently to talk, which Is expensive.—E. A.
morning service in the Harbor might.; and the house fell upon church school hour at 12 noon. The elected these officers. Noble grand, J "But I always thought lt was King Fllene.
Sunshine Society meets Monday
The Pathfinder runs an "odd Church. Besides being rally day in I the lords and upon all the people Epworth League service will be held Naomi Felton; vice grand, Mary Al- ]
afternoon at Central Maine rooms
-----------------names" department, and in a recent the church school, it. will also be that were therein. Doubtless the at. 6 15 p. m. The glad gospel service ley; secretary, Bessie Bowers; treas- | Charles she was after."
for work.
------------------ i What merchants belong to the
Issue was listed "Beggs Home Cook promotion day. and each pupil wlU death an athlete and fighter will be held at 7.15 opening with a urer, Doris Lankton; trustee for three
It Is as necessary for a business to NRA? Watch for the directory, soon
period of hymn singing, followed by years. Ralph Satterlee. Installation
Members of Penobscot View Orange ing," Rockland. Me "Haddock's Fish receive a certificate of promotion to would have preferred.
William A. Holman.
a sermon by the paster; subject!. will be held Oct. 11.
learn to advertise as it is for a child to appear ln Hie Courler-Oazette
invite the public to the Booster Market" at Bar Harbor was also the next higher department of the
1 rchool. Let all, rally for a one hun
listed.
“How shall we?” The mid-week
meeting Saturday night.
Mr. and Mre. Winfield S. Richards
dred per cent school; Christian Enservice of Christian fellowship will
1 “Women In Government” is Mrs., deavor at 6.15. and all are asked to
Rev. Charles E. Brooks will con be held this coming week on Thurs and Willlam L. Richards have re
There will be a wel
y
. E q Moran. Jr.'s topic at 6 30 p. m. j remember that a revised member- duct the services at Ingraham Hill day night, instead of the usual eve turned from a motor trip to Eustis.
Rinehold! iLauterjung
motored !
Monday from 2 to 4 at Kca vross
coffee and box luncheon £hip ron of active, associate and chapel Sunday at 2.30.
ning.
through from Mineola. N. Y.. and has
rooms with a doctor in attendance. | Monday at Mrs. Lena MerrUl's, cor- honorary members Is to be made;
• • • •
• • • •
Three nienhanU are co-operating to (tend two Knox County boys
ner of Rankin street, for the Wom- election of officers and a social ln
“The cross and conduct" will be been spending a few days ln town.
or girls to the World Fair, Free, tn October. With each purchase of
Gordon McDonald and Earle Mc- ] an.s Educational Club.
Mr. and Mrs. T. W McKay have i
At St- Peter's Church. (Episcopal), the subject of the sermon at t.he
the near future: song service at 7,
50 cents or over you will receive votes to oast for your favorite con
Auliffe left yesterday by auto fori
-------following which the pastor's message j Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv Firs'. Baptist Church on Sunday returned from a motor trip to Calais
testant. Votes can be obtained only from the concern! tinted below.
New London. They will visit Mr. Mc- j Fales circle met Wednesday at the will be. “Is It Nothing to You?” It.
W. H. Broadhead Is confined to his
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate morning. The choir will sing, “An
Ballot boxes are available in each rtore. And every merchant who
Donald who is on the yacht Paragon home of Mrs. Mary Rogers, with pic is encouraging to have increasing
j home by illness.
niversary
Hymn."
written
by
Rev.
W.
cares to may participate.
nic supper. The next meeting will be numbers in our mid-week prayer ; for the 16th Sunday after Trinity: J. Day, and "O lamb of God."
Mrs.
Robert
K.
Remington
of
Fall
Benjamin Briggs, a former Rock with Mrs. Bernice Jackson. Thc cir meetings; "Justification" will be the J Holy communion at 7.30; church Schnecker. The church school with River. Mass., who is the guest of her
MARKETS
MEN’S WEAR
land boy, who now has a drug store cle is to have a card party Monday devotional subject this week. Take j school at 930; choral eucharist and classes for all ages will meet at the sister, Mrs, Allie O. Pillsbury, fell J
Gregory’s
j sermon at 10.30. Wednesday and noon hour. The Christian Endeavor
Perry
’
s
Foodland
concession at 1349 Lexington avenue. afternoon at the home of Mrs. Anne Bibles.
Rockland
• • • •
! Friday holy communion at 7 a. m., meeting will be held at 6.15. The Thursday night and sustained a frac
421 Main St.,
Rockland 416 Main St.,
New York, is making a month's visit Alden.
tured ankle.
, daily vespers at 5.15.
people's
evening
service
will
open
at
OIL
BURNERS.
RANGE
OIL
Long
Cove
hcre.
Mt. Battle Lodge, 1.0 OT.. will visit
DEPARTMENT STORES
REFRIGERATION, FUEL OIL
• • • •
The Rockland Shells, arrayed ir
7.15 with the prelude and big sing the lodge at Cooper's Mills tonight.
St.
George's
Church.
(Episcopal)
striking new uniforms, will present
Fuller-Cobb-Davii
A. C. McLoon Co.
At First Church of Christ, Scien assisted by the organ and piano. 1 Saturday.
Community Sweet Shop at South several new plays in the game with the Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor. Ves
321 Main St.,
Rockland
The choir wlll sing. “Be near us O
pers
and
sermon
at
7
p.
m.
All
are
Hope closes Sunday night after the the Canton Blues ot Portland tomor
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster Father." Chase, and "The Lord of
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Foster, Mrs
COLLISION WORK
busiest season ln Its history. The row, and there will be two new play welcome.
GARAGES
' streets. Sunday services are at 10.30 glory,' Gounod. Mr. MacDonald will Rodney Thompson. Miss Flora Fish,
Rockland
Body & Fender
proprietors, Mr. and Mrs. E. C ers ln the line. The game starts at
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser begin a series of sermons on the i Miss Mary C. Davis and Mrs. J. C. j
Kent’s
IS APPLETON HAPPY?
Shop
Powell are going to Mt. Desert for a 2.30.
Fish
motored
to
Cadillac
Mountain
theme.
"Naming
the
children."
He
mon tomorrow will be “Unreality.”
584 Main St.,
Rockland 655 Main St.,
Rockland
well earned holiday.
Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednes- will discuss the flrst name Sunday I Thursday.
'
"J
The Spanish Villa skating rink will ’ Ask Anybody Who Saw Its Ball Team I day evening testimony meeting is at ■vening. The happy prayer and
LADIES
’
WEAR
Mr. and Mrs Robert Jamieson and
DRUG STORES
Put
the
Klbo'h
On
Searsmont
J 7 30. The reading room is located at .praiqe meeting will be held on Tues Miss Virginia Wagner left by motor
Raymond Watson of The Highlands be opened next Friday night, accord
Cutler’s
Comer Drug Store
had a narrow escape yesterday aft ing to plans now made by Manager
349 Main St.,
Rorkland 422 Main St.,
Can Campbell hook 'em? Ask the 400 Main street, and is open week day evening at 7.15. Join over 100 j Friday morning for a short stay in
Rockland
I
other
people
in
this
great
service.
j Boston.
ernoon at the J. B. Pearson pants fac Frank B. Allen. The floor has been baseball nine from Searsmont. With days from 2 until 5 p. m.
Auto
Electric
Wall
Paper
_________ when hls apron carefully resurfaced, and the rolling ajj Of Cambell's hooks, curves and
Mrs. Helen Leighton entertained the
tory, Thomaston,
Farrel Co., Inc.
C. M. Blake Store
caught in the shafting, pulling him stock has been readjusted to the last drops. Jim Widdecomb was right, on
ing as great a membership during the Phllathea class Friday night at her
Ml Main Street
662 Main Street
the job behind the bat. Reddle
into the machinery. His clothes were screw and bolt.
previous year; in promoting team ! home on Orove street.
Mitchell, the flrst baseman, stopped
Drug Stores
torn from him and hls body somcShoe Repairing
The
body
of
Robert
C.
Oill,
who
Radio, Sportinf Goods
HOME-AG.-FAX
♦ work oo the part of solicitors; tn se
An Indiana sedan bound from New all the balls coming hls way. even
McCARTY’S
ROCKLANI) SHOE
what bruised before the power could
Tuesday In the Malden Hospital.,
nOL SE-SHERMAN. Inc
606 Main Street
REPAIRING CO.
4 curing the renewal of former mem ' died
York to Halifax with six show folks though he had an injured finger. ♦
442 Maiq StrR«»t
was brought here yesterday for Inter
be shut off.
J as passengers got beyond the driver's Almond Oushee on second was in his
bers; and ln completing the campaign ment In Mountain street cemetery.
Roots and Shoes
Restaurants
Furniture
BOSTON SHOE STORE
control coming down Creek Hill. place as usual. Oeorge Buck, the
KKWRKKT8
Aof 48 freshmen, excused from Thomast^ >^ay‘. and turn^ ^.1 calcic blare^ Iho “stop and
Main Street
306 Main Street
A York County homemaker re on or before the annual meeting. , The body was accompanied by three ,
STUDLEY Ft'RN. CO.
I
sisters,
Mrs.
Ouy
Blood
of
Roslln•
•
•
•
othmor pnmnrvci
t inn were
au^..4
4U-.
r
Main Street
freshman
composition
were anan turtle. About
the only damage accepted all the chances. If anyone
cently traveled 28 miles to attend a
Cleaning and Pressing
Fruit
dale.
Mass.,
Mrs.
Helen
Oill
Perry
of
Speaking over a Maine radio sta
nounced Tuesday by Dr. Milton Ellis, seemed to be a smashed window.
I. L. CROSS
NAL’M A ADAMS
has ever seen George play ball, they canning meeting.
Hardware
| Rockland, and Miss Harriet L. Q1U
457 Main Street,
head of the Department of English.
220 Main Street
tion recently about co-operation in i of Camden.
H. H. CRIE CO.
know he always hits them hard
The list was compiled on the basis
The winter arrangement of the Vi Bernard Buck, the third baseman
456
Main Street
Fish Market
the home, Mrs Marion Hague, Bux
Jewelry
of Freshman Week tests given to all! nalhaven & Rockland Steamboat Co. played well. Ivan Sherman played Counts made in Piscataquis County
FRED HASKELL
C. E DANIELS
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO.
Main Street
370 Main Street
408 Main Street
members of the entering class. In goes into effect today with steamer shortstop for three innings and got this summer showed that skips in ton, said in part: "The mother who i What merchants belong to the
says.
'Oh!
for
Heavens
sake
clear
out
cluded among these fortunate stu North Haven covering the
NRA? Watch for the directory, soon
, entire two long hl'.'. The three fielders, the potato field from rhizoctonia and
Grain—Flour—Feeds— Sugar, Etc.
Boots and Shoes
STOVER FEED MFG. CO.
dents are Maurice Crockett, Stoning route. She leaves Swan s Island dally riOyd Oush?c. Ouy Ftsh and Norman ro- ran as high as 19 per cent where and let me do that; I can do It ln half to appear ln 17ie Courier -Gazette.
McLAIN SHOE STORE
8«
Park
Street
432 Main Street.
Rockland
ton. and Avis Lovejoy of Rockland. at 530 a. m. for Stonington. North Brown caught all the balls that came
the tint? it takes to tell you how,’ will
116-118
101-118
Haven and Vinalhaven. arriving at thelr way. which were’few. One ol seed was not treated compared to
"
•
soon
find
that
her
children,
after
sev

Rockland about 930. On the return the features was Brwnie's spectacu 244 per cent where seed was treated.
Claremont Commandery has an Im she leaves Tillson wharf at 1.30 and
eral rebuffs of this nature, are not
• • • •
portant session Monday night, to be is due to tie up at Swan's Island lar slide to the plat?, when the catch
er, asked if they had to kill them to The icatpf'.'.vare « a cucumber is offering to help her—and if she really
marked by the presence of Elm. Sir about 6 o'clock.
get them out.
stops long enough to check up on
Alexander La Fluer. grand military
The second inning was rather bad usually one degree lower than Hint of
instructor; and Sir H. T. Roderick,
While ln Waltham recently Daniel for Searsmont. as the Appleton boys the surrounding atmosphere—hence, herself, she will realize that what
drill master of Dunlap Commandery. Munro had the pleasure of being preslittle help they are giving is done
ejgjjt runs off Jenesse Rob- "cool as a cucumber."
Rehearsal of officers and escort wiil ent when Isaac Parker lodge con- bins, the Searsmont pitcher. Ira
more or less grudgingly.”
be held and routine business trans ferred the Master Mason's degree Packard the second pitcher held Ap
• • • •
aejed. School of instruction and’In upon Captain Ernest Balcomb of the pleton's heavy batters t.i onlv a few There are a total of 316 communi Speaking about keeping records of
spection of the Commandery will be Waltham Fire Department, who scores. Johnny Crie was the star ties in Maine organized for Exten
spends hls summers in this city. Thc fielder for Searsmont. The final sion Service and Farm Bureau work her poultry business, Mrs. W. H. Arn
held Wednesday, Oct. 11.
old of South China, said: "Had lt not
degree staff was made up of brother score being 16 to 4 in favor of Appleat thc present time. Over 3900 local
been for my accounts I should have
In the Cobb community shop on flyeny’n in uniform, an^ at
cl?S5 ton, shows whether the Appleton
agricultural, home economics, and
rold my hens long ago when eggs went
Lincoln street yesterday afternoon of the work the firemen presented boys can play baseball or not. Um
Ernest
with
a
ring.
4-H
Club
leaders
are
assuming
re

pires, Frank Bryant of Searsmont
sat four old-time cronies, engaged in
down to fourteen cenj$ a dozen as
sponsibility in these communities.
and Roy Hobbs of Hope.
the congenial exercise of recalling
nothing except figures could convince
There is a possibility that funds
•
•
•
•
past times and one thing and another. may be secured to conduct school
Annual meetings of county farm me that I could break even during
They were N. F Cobb. Johnnie Do classes, and give group Instruction
GLENCOVE
herty, Charlie Harrington and Tom either at school buildings or at home
bureaus
in Maine are all packed ln tlie past year. Advancing grain prices
Many from this place attended
Sullivan, back from hls present home for adults wishing to study the com Union Fair Wednesday.
the space ot one week. The schedule in the face of low egg and poultry
in Derby. Finally, and as usual, the mon school subjects. In order to
Benjamin Butler and crew of the includes Knox-Lincoln, Oct. 26. Oct. prices give us more incentive than
discussion reverted to" the subject of know the needs here in Rockland It Central Maine Power Co. from
ever to keep accounts. This is no
age, when It transpired that the com will be necessary for any who wish Waterville have been here taking out 27—Hancock and Piscataquis.
•
•
•
•
time lor guess work tn the poultry
bined ages of the quartet made' up a Instruction of this sort to notify the and putting in transformers.
"The more experienced farm wom business."
total of 300 years—which Is a long offlee of the Superintendent of Schools
Penobscot View Orange held a pub
time for anybody to look back upon. or Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson, 91 Till lic supper and regular meeting en can show you so many things
"Buy In October" support the gov
Thursday night.
Grangers were which you never knew before that you
son avenue at once.
present from Tranquility of Lincoln will be glad to have something with ernment and the NRA. CommodiHes I
Baseball will be revived Sunday at
ville. The ladlcs met In the after
will be higher next month. Buy ln
Togus, when the powerful Philadel
The Coast Quard Cutter Kickapob
which to repay their kindness." said October and save.—adv.
•
phia Oiants Baseball Club clashes came back to this port Thursday, noon and did sewing for the fair.
with Togus. This is the first appear looking mighty good after a summer's The Orange will hold a rummage Mrs. Orace Howard. Brownfield, OxBORN
sale Oct. 5 in the vacant store ln ' ford County, a former city woman
ance of the Oiants at Togus this sea absence, and all dolled up in red Masonic Temple, Rockland.
BLACKINGTON—At Thomaston, Sept.
speaking over a Maine radio station
son, and a large crowd is expected to paint. A warm welcome is being be
26. to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blackington,
Fred Fortier, superintendent of
a aon, Arthur Willis.
witness the pitching duel between stowed on the officers and crew, espe power stations for the Central Maine recently. “Therefore,:’ she continued,
Jackman, colored ace, and Don Bren- cially those who were already ac Power Co. was here last week on “if you have capabilities or training
MARRIED
non of the New York Yankees and quainted here. Lieut. Commander official work.
along any line, don't hide your light McDONNELL-OSGOOD — At Portland.
Newark Bears who will be on the R. C. Jewell ls the commanding offi
Sept — by Rev James A. Carey,
under a bushel.
Neighborliness Charles
mound for Togus. Clyde Sukcforth cer and W. M. McCauley is engineer
Henry McDonnell. Jr., of Port
Gov. Brann has instructed Adju
land and Miss Leona Frances Osgood.
will receive Brennon's shoots. Bur- officer. The Kickapoo has been at tant Oeneral Hanson to remove means sharing " Mrs. Howard was
FALL-WINTER SUITS
OVERCOATS
FALL TOP COATS
— At Newmarket.
lln White the Oiants catcher ls back Baltimore for a general overhauling. Lieut- Col. Roy E Decker as U. 8 speaking directly to farm women who HARRIMAN-MESSER
N. H.. July 3, by Rev. H. J. Morrison.
property and disbursing officer. have recently comc from the city.
with the club and will make his first
Paul P. Harriman of Hope and Miss
Reg. 22.50 val., $17.50 $24.50 Overcoats, $16.00 Reg. 19.50 val., $15.75
Winona E. Messer of Union.
appearance ln the State Sunday. The executive committee of the Rumor has it t.hat Cant. R. F. SaviUe
I
• • • *
GARDNER-LIGHT
—At Union. 8ept. 23.
“Whitey,'' who is baseball's outstand Knox County Fish and Game Asso is slated for the position.
Last year 218 flock owners in
by Rev. R H. Moyle. Oeorge H Gard
Reg. 27.50 val.,
20.50
27.50 Overcoats, 20.50 Reg. 24.50 val.,
17.75
ing and most talked of colored catch ciation met at the Big Elm tea room
ner and Delphy Light, both of Liberty
Can arrange all expense trips from Maine had their poultry tested for BRAOG-PIERCE — At Yarmouth. Sept
er has returned from Chicago, after in Tenant’s Harbor Thursday night,
Reg. 29.50 val.,
21.50
29.50 Overcoats, 21.50 $10 and $12 val.,
6.75
23. by Rev A. Francis Walsh. Percival
a successful season with the Cuban with an attendance ot 13. Among the $50 up to Century of Progress Expo I pullorum disease which Included a
H. Bragg of Augusta and Mtss Blanche
Red Sox. Togus has strengthened matters discussed were thc further sition by rail, bus or boat. Maurice total of 137.469 birds. Of this num
v Pierce of Augusta, formerly of South
its club for the above battle with th^ liberation of pheasants, the expedit F. Lovejoy, office telephone*1060-J; ber, 180 flocks with 121,841 birds were
Thomaaton. s
addition of Don Paiment, of Bruns ing of action on the petition for I
accredited as free. Of thc total birds
residence
telephone
90-M.
114tf
Men’s Hats, reg. 3.50 value, now $2.45. Men’s Suits, 22.50 to 29.50, now $9.95
DIED
wick, who finished the season this opening closed brooks, and the mat
tested (137553) only 757 were
OETCHELL At Rockland. Sept. 28.
year ln the New York-Pennsylvania ter of securing more fish from the j
found
to
be
Infested,
or
.55
per
cent.
What
merchants
belong
to
the
Sarah
F.
Oetchell,
aged
73
years.
2
No Alterations on Suits Sold At These Sacrifice Prices
League.
Federal government. Four new memmonths. 10 days. Private funeral to
bers were voted into the organization. NRA? Watch for the directory, soon This 1s the smallest percentage of In
day at 3 o’clock from Bowes &
Crozier’s.
fection found In any state doing this
Supper at Legion hall Saturday The next executive committee meet- !*° appear in The Courier-Gazette.
DINGLETY—At Brookline, Mass.. Sept.
116-118 testing work.
from 5 to 7 under the auspices of the ing will be held ln Rockland.
28. Mary Louise, widow of James E.

McLAINsstho°ree

Percale Party

SRMONETTE

t

CENTURY OF PROGRESS VOTES

C if P

START of
the SEASON OnLE

Last Chance To Take Advantage of These TREMENDOUS PRICE
SLASHES on the OLD LOW PRICES. An Opportunity Not To Be
Overlooked With a Hard Winter Ahead.

A DOLLAR SAVED IS A DOLLAR EARNED
And You Can Save PLENTY At This Sale

Here are a few of the huge Bargains we offer on Men’s Clothing of
well known makes

auxiliary. Menu: baked beans, brown
bread, white bread, cabbage salad,
Dance Thomaston Town Hall j
coffee, doughnuts and cake. 116-117 Tuesday Oct. 3. Milt Brown's Cres- j
tent Orchestra.—adv.
It*
Rockland's fast Semi-Pro Football
tcam, the Rockland Shells will play What merchants belong to the
the Canton Blues of Portland Sun NRA? Watch for the directory, soon
to appear in The Courler-Oazette.
day at 2.30 at Community Park.
116-118
' 117-lt

• • • ■

Tum That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

Dlngley, aged 71 years.

Funeral serv

ices at the Stackpole lot. Thomaston
The Maine Farm Bureau Federa
cemetery. Monday at 3 o’clock. Rela
tives and friends Invited.
tion ls again offering three prizes for
—At Tenant's Harbor. Sept.
the membership campaign contest. ANDREWS
29. Annie J., widow of Alden O. An
drews, aged 90 years, 8 months, 21 days.
First prize, a silver shield with name
Funeral Monday at 2 o’clock.
of thc winning county Inscribed on lt.
IN MEMORIAM
Second prize $30; third prize, $20.
1928-1933

The purpose of the contest is to
In loving memory of Orren M Wotton.
passed away Sept. 30. 1928.
help county farm bureaus in secur who
•
Wile, Brothers, 8isters.

Rubenstein’s
63 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME

Every-Otber-Day
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SOUTH

THOMASTON

UNION

Rev. J K. Howse of Hallowell will
Boy Scouts Entertain
occupy the pulpit of the Methodist
Monday
evening
at
the
Grand?
the Portsmouth Hospital Sunday and
Church morning and evening Sunday
~
s»»d.,» ™ia.
asxssa “SKisf?.- *s
winter tocial gatherings in South i in exchange with Rev. R. H. Moyle.
Thomaston, a varied, well balanced He will go to Washington for the aftWhat our lightkeeperf and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
as Distributor of UTICA CLUB Products:
afternoon on account of Union Fair. j
would be very interesting could ' entertainment was presented under ! emoon service
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
John. Schoonmaker arrived here
how
have the auspices of the local troop of Mrs. Frances Wedge of Westerly,
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
Saturday from Hackensack. N. J . and I
thls viU
during Boy Scouts. Parents and friends ' R j js visiting Mrs. R. H. Moyle,
Frederick Smith, representing
on his return home Sunday
three davs of Union Fair. AU have a right, to be proud of this group
companied by Mrs Schoonmaker and day and
nlght ,hf motor cars have ________________________________ the Civic League of Maine, spoke ln
ROCKLAND, ME.
daughter Jill who have been spendj
the h[ghway_ suggesting
| the Methodist Church last Sunday
Perkins Island
Ram Island
ing the summer with her mother, Mrs (hat a]1
Jed to Unlon!
I morning.
Congratulations to Keeper and Mrs.
Hello I Lighthouse and Coast Guard
Florence Butterfield.
in a short time now, perhans in a
Mr and Mrs. Chester Robbins ot people:
Nye on the arrival of the grandchild
At the Methodist vestry Tuesday few.
the j
tlngers of Jaclc
Southwest Harbor were at Edmund
Supt. Sampson and Keeper Albert at the Light at Doubling Point range.
evening members of Miss Ruth Mil- Fros( wj,, j w#ste the vtgeUble and
We hope Keeper and Mrs. Smith
Harding's Sunday.
Staples and Mr. Connors were callers
lers class held an en;oyable gather-- nower -ard«,r.s. I’ow loathe we are
of Squirrel Point Light had a pleas
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Harding with at the Light Sept. 22.
ing with the youn - men as guests of
see lhe
n stalks of corn brown
ant vacation notwithstanding the bad
their family and guests motored |
honor. Games and mus.c were fea and seer and the brilliant blossoms
Master Elmer Robinson spent the weather.
Sunday
to
Hallowell.
tures of the evening.
weekend at his home at the Light.
of the autumn plants hanging their
Our daughter Ethel picked a peck
Mrs. Carl Hallgren of Roslindale.
Dr. Raymond Everett and Paul heads. There are some lovely flowers
Mrs. C. N. Robinson and Willard I qf cranberries the past week at
Mass.,
ls
visiting
Mrs.
Eugene
CalEveiett of Waltham, Mass., are week here now in bloom. E. H. Perry's
were ln Boothbay after their mall and i Parker Head.
deiwood.
end guests of Mr and Mrs Maynard flower garden, with the gorgeous
supplies last week Thursday. Mrs.
The red bush given to us by V. D.
Mrs.
Iela
Creighton
is
In
Massa

C. Ingraham, joining their wives who glads, calendulas, balsams, zinnias
Robinson and daughter Mabel also ' Monhegan Ls flowering for the third
chusetts
for
the
winter.
Her
address
came Monday
called on Mrs. Pinkham.
and asters presenting a beautiful
time Is this unusual Virgie?
is Mt. Ida School, Newton. Mass
Regular meeting of Harbar Light picture is well worth especial notice
Thomas McPhee was recently ln
The keeper's wife recently visited
Lina Burkett is giving a bridge Boothbay.
Chapter wUl be held i.ext Tuesday
[outness is relinquished to the
| the Moroi.gs at Popham Beach Light
party
Wednesday
evening
Oct.
4.
for
•
•
•
•
evening.
1 frosts mos . reluctantly. But in conand enjoyed the visit very much.
the benefit of music in the schools—
Mrs Mary Snow and son Lawrenc- JrTst’the brilliance of deep ted of the
While there she also met Mr. and
Portland Head
25 cents a person. Everybody come
left Friday for Boston where Lawhpre and there ln the woods.
Portland Heal has been in a blanket ! Mrs. Urquliart of Sequin Light.
and help a good cause.
rence will enter the New England the re5ult of the eariy frost. makes
We hear that our son-in-law Robof fog the past w’eek and the fog
I Conservatory of Music. Mrs Snow- a ride through wooded sections most
V
r.
signal was the only way an outsider I ert Barlow of East Boothbay has
Dance
Thomaston
Town
Hall
will return home Sunday.
pleasant and interesting.
Tuesday Oct. 3 Milt Brown's Cres would know we were still hanging on. , raised a potato which weighed 2 lbs.,
The Trytohelp Club will entertain
Mrs F. C Maloney leaves tomorrow
The old horn was shooting out its 4 ozs. and nine potatoes made a half
cent Orchestra.—adv.
It*
the members of the ladies' circle and morning by bus for Brooklyn, N. Y..
warning, and what a welcome sound!- I peck. Who can beat that in any of
1 their 1 : bind- Monday evening at a to visit her sister Mrs. James
You fellows know about It, lf you | our lighthouse gardens?
, social at the Baptist vestry.
Evrard.
APPLETON RIDGE
Excitement reigned for a while at
have
ever beer, on the outside trying
Mrs Emma Torrey attended the re
There are frequent evidences of
Popham Beach one day the past week
to look in through dense fog.
ception and banquet in Rockland freaks In nature. A present example
Miss Mabel Sprague of Roslindale,
R. T. Sterling, Mrs. Sterling and when Clifton Bridges who went off
j Thursday evening given in honor of Is string beans on the satpo vines
Mrs. Hilt motored to Rochester, N I the wharf was rescued by Clifton
t/
Mrs Millie Thomas president of the that bore them earlv in the sum M > Chai I na Grindle who pre- Mass, ls a guest at L. N. Moody's.
Appleton and Searsmont town H Friday of last week and were Moronj, son of Keeper and Mrs. MoS'.af1 W.R.C. She also *ook part on mer. and side by side with tlie string i mted several charming numbers
teams played baseball at Appleton callers on Mr and Mrs. T M Robin- tong of Popham Light. Praise is
; the piogram, extending greetings beaus are shell beans and also blos
, also given to the Coast Guard crew
Sunday, score 16-4 In favor of the son
, (rom the Department of Maine, Na- soms. The stTlng beans have been
F O Hilt A W Hathorn Mrs »nc a couple of men from there, who
tional W-R.C. In which organization enjoyed
a ______
resident,____
here who says of fine young men and boys. The ; home team.
___bv quickly on the scene and soon
Newbert was
she holds office of Senior Vice Presi- one
expect an inferior quality troop, though comparatively new in 1, Mrs. „Elizabeth
.
. recent- Martha Sterling and Mrs. Adora Hilt
motored to Lewiston and New Auburn | working over the man, and later
dent
ai lhey are oui of reason, but the Pine Tree Council, has proven to y 8 ea' er at
bome
her
! Placed him in the hands, of Dr.
Mrs. Susie Auspland and son Ld- ^be flavor and tex'.ure are true to be a leader. Their port in the en- i *®rs- Elizabeth Keller at Lincolnville last Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. Bodge of Sebago and Smith.
ward "ave ’•e'urner. from a visit wuh
ear'.y produced bean.
tertainment. although brief, was eon- Beach.
Miss Ethel Osgood is visiting the
relatives at Stonington.
| Ravine has been well represented cise and to the point.
i Miss Chrystal L. Stanley was guest E Toothaker and Miss Mary Tooth- Joseph Olivers of Bath for a few days.
aker of Arsenal street, Portland,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Dupre
were
)
Union
pa
lr
ULs
especially
by
Miss
Charlena
Grindle
scored
a
Thursday
and
Friday
of
last
week
of
An appropriate toast ... because UTICA CLUB is
Mr. and Mrs Charles H. McDonnell
Interpretation Mrs Clarissa Perry and family in called on Mrs. Sterling last Saturday were visitors here this week for a few
recent guests of her parents. Mr and
male members of the village.
success ln her stirring Int'
healthy, as well as delicious. It has the old-time nippy
morning.
Mrs. John Marriner, enroute from
of Edna St. Vincent Millay's poem Belfast.
T. Sterling has returned from hours enroute to the White MounLincolnville to Athens, N Y.. where
tang, the creamy foam, the delicious flavor that appeals.
"The Harp Weaver.” Miss Grindle Miss Maude Fuller, Miss Lucy anRenjoyable
VINALHAVEN
vacation spent in Can- I tains.
they will reside during the winter
and Percy Young also entertained Moody and Mrs. Mabel Meservey at- ada. the White Mountains and sev- I Mrs. Isaphone Stevens of Lewiston
Blended from Saarer-Bohemian hops and finest malt
Into anri
Mrs. Thordls if
Ooie
and rhilrin
children
wfth a group of skits. The former tended the teachers' convention ln eral places ln Vermont and Maine has arrived at the Light for a week's
Work has begun on the continua taking t.he trying situation upon the ’ Rockland, Monday
Oene, June and Sonny, who have
with all the skill of the old German brewmaster —
He is now back on the Job, much rest- - vacation, and we call her "Aggie, the
been a’ the horn- of her father. Hans tion of the State road, with J. S stag? well ln hand, gave an excepMr and Mrs. Norman Thistle of ed and with pleasant memories of the wood gatherer, as she enjoys wanproperly aged and deliciously mellow — it exceeds the
Heistad, for several weeks, will re- Gaidner of Rockland, as foreman.
tionally fine performance. The char- Searsport, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Colson trip to enliven his thoughts through i dering over the rocLs and woods and
fondest hopes of lovers of good beer.
' tun; Sunday to Brooklyn. N. Y.
Donald Patterson of Massena. icier parts by Mr. Young were also and
of Belfast and Harold Brown the winter months.
! always comes home with an armful of
Twenty-seven members of the N. Y.. is spending two weeks' vacation well handled.
were callers Sunday at M. M. Brown's
UTICA CLUB Pilsener and Wurzburger are made
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Peaks I drift wood.
Johnson Society and thelr husbands in town
The remainder of the program was and A o puman's. .
The following item from a Portland
enjoyed a social evening at the
Mrs James Wareham and Mrs. L. filled with so many brilliant parts
under the most hygienic conditions possible. They are
AU rQads ,ed
the fajr of
(airs Island with friends visited Mrs. R paper of recent date may interest
T. Sterling last Sunday.
Methodist vestry Wednesday. Supper R. Smith entertained friends Thurs that it would be almost impossible
union Wednesday and Thursday
pure and wholesome. They’re food in themselves and
A. W. Hathorn finished substituting friends along the coast:
was served, followed by games and day at the summer home of their .1 speak particularly of any one. It
I of this week.
for
Sterling last Saturday noon !
1 music.
crowded with health-giving vitamines.
would, however, be unjust to neglect I Henry and Mabel Robbins of Bur- and Mr.
brother R. Mont Arey
left here Sunday for his home In
Boon island
Mr. and Mrs Ray Kar.onen of FltzMrs. Oeorge W. Vlnal and sister to mention the ably rendered piano
.. returned home Sunday after St. Oeorge.
Tender Ilex was at the station Sept.
william. N H.. will arrive Sunday for
Order a case today and, at dinner tonight, dip your
E Lane, who have been selections by Howard Chase. Thc
He returned home Sunday after
Miss
Lucy
Mr and Mrs. J. Albert Thomas ot 128, and took Keeper Hutchins' housea visit with her father, H. Heistad.
program was opened by Salute to the spending a few dais with their aun .
nose into its creamy foam. Have it always on hand to
Lynn, Mass., were guests Sunday of | held goods to Portland. The tender
Mrs. Clarence Fish has returned ®peJl^_n£ the summer months at Flag; Boy Scout Oath and Law, iMrs Blanche Brown and famlly.
Lane's
Island,
left
Thursday
for
Bos

treat yourself and your friends.
from a visit with friends at SpringTroop 2; exhibition in knot, tying i Mrs Elizabeth Stanley and daugh- the Hilts. They were accompanied also landed a new station power boat,
ton.
home by thelr chow puppy Cin who which we were greatly in need of.
. field. Mass.
Miss Annice Oross has returned Scouts Ralph Tyler and Warren ter spent the weekend in Camden. spent the vacation with her chow
Floyd ginger is on an eight day
Ulmer;
exhibition
in
flrst
aid,
Scouts
and
Sunday
attended
both
morning
from Boston and Portland.
mother Sue.
leave with his family.
Church Notes
Oordon
Crowley
and
Parker
Jackand
evening
services
at
the
M.
E.
Miss Rutli Cole expects to leave
• • • •
, We are all very sorry to see Mr.
Baptist, Rev Oeorge P. Currier: here the first of October for Hot son; piano duet, Mrs. Ella Watts and Church.
Boon
Hutchins leaving, and we hope the
Miss Marion Watts; comet solo
Misses Lois and Elizabeth Meservey
Sunday will be observed as rally day Springs. Arizona.
Scout Charles Watts, Jr.; vocal solo were guests Monday at Maynard To the Editor and all the Lighthouse family will be happy in their hew
in all departments of the church.
Ralph P. Earle, who has spent Qie Mrs. Arabel Jackson; skit, “Mere!Brown's.
home at Portland.
Church school at 10; service of worand Coast Guardians:—
.
Mrs. Tracy and two of the children
Recent visitors at Mr. and Mrs.
I ship at 11, with special exercises by summer with Mr and Mrs. Clinton Slip," MLss Grindle and Mr. Young;
Mr
Hutchins
and
I
wish
to
write
PILSENER and
members of the school, and special Teele returned Wednesday to his vocal solo. Harry Smith, Jr.; read Everett Whitney's were: Sept. 17, one more letter to our Lighthouse have been ill with colds.
ing, "The Harp Weaver.” Miss Mrs. Sarah Fuller and Frank Fuller,
selections by men's chorus; BYPU hcijie In Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs James Anderson of
Officers of Ocean Bound Rebekah Grindle: piano solo. Howard Chase; Sept. 23. Mr. and Mrs. Reed and Mr column. We have enjoyed reading all Gcat Island Light, were overnight
at 6 o'clock, with election of officers;
about the activities at the different
WURZBURGER
Lodge
will
be
installed
Oct.
4
by
skit.
Miss
Grindle
and
Mr.
Young;
♦ venlng service at 7, at the West
and Mrs Milton Young of Lincoln light, many of the people being guests of Mrs. Tracy and famlly last
Rockport Church, sermon subject, jD.D.P. Maude Stewart of Bath assist-; vocal solo. Miss Helenamav Mahoney, ville, and late in the afternoon with
week.
• Pe-er's Vision;" special music by ed by Mrs Inez Crosby of Camden .gn, -show Me The Way to Oo Mr. and Mrs. Whitney they spent a friends of ours.
Mrs. Edith Beal of Jonesport was
Keeper
Hutchins
retires
Oct.
1,
and
Mrs. Gladys Keller and Charles Mar-! as marshal. A covered dish supper Home." Miss Grindle and Mr. Young, few hours at the home of Mrs. Jennie
an overnight guest of Mrs. Tracy rewill
be
located
at
Portland,
Me.
we
rtoa; all-day meeting of ladies' circle will be served.
' dance.
ctfiiiiy.
tit hwband is a patient at
Whitney Conant in Warren; Sept Hope to see our old friends once in jia i' cenR
y- Her
i in the church parlors Wednesday;
Miss Doris Holmstrom has returned
. • . •
,P 4ie Mar.nt
,ne Hospital in Portland,
Last week Thursday a very intey- 24 visitors and callers ’wre Mr and while. It is with deep regret that we
prayer meeting Thursday, lesson "Saul' t0 Boston.
ds | Mr. and Mrs. Coleman of the
Mr. and Mrs. James Baker and testing Farm Bureau meeting was Mrs. Fred Hansen of Camden, Miss say goodbye to our column friends
in Damascus;' choir rehearsal.
r_4 Nubble Li|ight are enjoying a two
Methodist, Rev. Forrest F Fowle: children who spent the summer at} neid in the Grange hall with an at- Susie Hansen of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. and we will always take a great Inter'
George Ryder and Miss Jessie Elwell est in the Lighthouse news. Mr »eeks' vacation.
Sunday school at 10. at which time their estate on Treasure Island, have j tendance of 16 ladies “Quilt Craft
there will be rally day exercises and returned to New Jersey. Their guest i was the project. Louise Butler ex-iof Camden, Mrs. Belle Grant, Miss Hutchins' health is much Improved.1 "T*16 weather has been very dis-t
(hibited a number of patterns which Llnnlbel Orant, Maude, Cecelia, B. although he is yet at the Marine Hos-1 ^reeable this month. Hope lierfl
promotion of members; morning
'4nor?L\aTl?f?S
by her 8rand~ 1L' and Lawrence
pital, Portland.
' month it will be better.
worship at 11; Epworth League serv
Wishing you all the best of success pLobstering around the island is
ile at 6, and evening service at 7, to Waco, Texas, via Galveston, sail- | mother, making them of especial
through life,
»«ry good
EAST APPLETON
'note change in the hour of these
value. Included were patterns of
R from
York ___ Saturday.
strvic:s»; Ilac.es old
aid Wprinesdav
Wednesday, I ;n
ltNew
Mr. and Mrs. H I. Hutchins and '
v111 be ashore next week
Tlie fanners are busy filling their
He _
will
make his home
with his I blocks having all the letters of the
prayer meeting Thursday at 7.
for eight days' leave.
silos. Charles Griffin has been busy family.
i 'ister-in-law Mrs. Carrie Crockett alphabet
• • • •
j Mr. Hutchins is slowly improving.
Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Stanton, Mrs. S. with his machine this week, has his
I Colemere.
Derr bund Thoroughfare
Petit’
WALDOBORO
Marguerite Chapter O.EB will be c- Stanton and Miss Jeannie Mc- silo filled and also worked for Ed
.nspected Monday night by D D.GM. iConchie arrived here last week from ward Ames, assisted by Roger WadsKeeper and Mrs. Elmer Conary1 „
,
„
Miss Mary Burns of Boston has
Winnifred Conley ofcamden A Danvers. Mass., where Miss Me- worth and Floyd Oushee
returned Sept 20 from their 15 <Uyi
?ndo
went 10
been vLsiting her mother Mrs. Fannie |‘overe(, dlsh supper
be served Conchie has been thelr guest for the
Mrs AdeUa Gushee has been a re vacation. We are very busy now get-i
Sept. 8 for the weekend and
cent guest of her daughter Carolyn ting ready for cold weather Have to take thelr children Muriel and
Burns for a week.
~
at 5.30
I summer
Capt. Willard Wade has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis are en-! Congratulations are extended to Page in Rockland.
torn down one building and are Alexis to school, but on account of
Mrs Edward Ames is slowly recov changing coal bins in preparation for strong westerly wind they did not get
from Boston.
Joying a trip to the White Mountains
Mra Alton Williams who
Mr and Mrs. A. P. Jackson and and Quebec.
back until Wednesday morning.
were marnea last Saturday at the ering from 34 severe cold.
disposing of some others.
Mr. and Mrs. Marr and son of
Mrs. Harry Magee have been on a
It surely fs some lonesome here
Very quiet here now as our daugh
Union Church Sunday School will,home
Rtv- w s- Rounds in Rockmotor trip to Millinocket.
ohserve Rally Day Sunday morning land, in the presence of a few rela- Searsmont were recent callers on Mrs. ter and the children have gone to again now as all the children but two
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Newbert An address will be given by Rev. N. tives- Mrs Williams was formerly Bernice Ames.
town to attend ^school.
have returned to their home towns to
All roads led to Union Fair this
I have been motoring ln New Hamp- F Atwood and remarks by Supt. !MLsb Mildred Sprague. She will Join
• • • •
attend their year of school.
! ghlre.
Roscoe Fletcher has returned after
David Duncafi.
Mr- Williams in Whitihsville a little week—the old North Knox, best of all
Baker Island
fairs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Waltz, who were I A barge is being loaded for New later.
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Batty of Two a short leave of absence in Eastport
NORTH HAVEN
PORT CLYDE
guests of Mrs. Ida Achorn and at i York, with paving from Leopold Co
Rev.
C.
A.
Kinney
was
a
recent
Mr. and Mrs. William Clement, O
Bush Light Station have returned and Lubec. Mrs. Fletcher came with
thelr camp at Back Cove, have re
Meeting and supper of Lafayette B. Butler, and Miss Louise But caller at Meadowbrook. Other call from a few days visit with friends him, having been there three weeks
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Beverage
have
Miss Rosamond Wilson has re
or more.
turned to Everett, Mass.
ler recently enjoyed • a delight ers were Mrs. Alice Hall, Olenlce at Baker Island.
Carver Corps Oct. 3.
turned to Boston after spending tlie been ln Rockland the past week
John Whitcomb has employment in
ful motor trip and weekend visit to Hall and Elizabeth Oushee.
Mrs. James Freeman and children
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Alley made a
Mr
and
Mrs.
Andrew
Bennett
were
visiting
with
friends
and
also
at

sumfher here.
There is a fine apple crop this year, trip to Baker Island Sunday, ac James Jr. and Robert have returned
Lawrence, Mass.
Moosehead Lake and vicinity
Rockland visitors Thursday.
tended
Union
Fair.
Mrs. Alice Marshall of South Hiram
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Alden of
companied by her father Alton Beal after a short visit in Jonesboro with
Mrs. Lawrence Ames will entertain At Orange Wednesday night the but no apple buyers as yet.
uet-iogeiner viuo
nao a fine
nnv |
Mafis and M(ami
Club had
was "in town to attend the Advent The Get-together
The trees are showing change of and brother Alfred, to buy a power her parents.
3d and 4th degrees were conferred
at
bridge tonight at her home.
meeting at the home of Mrs Hanson Mrs Qeorge Barden and Qeorge
conference.
coloring.
boat of the keeper.
/.Things have been quite busy here
The Junior class of High School en upon one candidate and the usual
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sutherland Crockett. Music was furnished by Barden jr of Miami, have been re- joyed a ride Tuesday night. Mrs. harvest supper was enjoyed. To
Tender Hibiscus landed coal at. for the keepefs the past week, Mr.
Mrs.
Lottie
Beverage
and
Mrs.
Annie
cent
u
Qf
and
Mrs
Nelson
have returned from a visit in Eastthis stat.’on Sept. 23.
night, Sept. 30, is Booster's Night ln
Morcng, district machinist, being here
EAST UNION
Langtry Smith was chaperone.
Foss. Sandwiches, orangeade, and Shuman and John Shupian.
port.
Mrs. Reynolds spent the weekend installing a Typhon, and thick
all Oranges in the United States, and
Mrs.
Andrew
Bennett
was
a
recent
Mrs. Sadie Eagan of Warren visited chocolate cake were served by the,
and j^rs jfenneih Benton of
with Mrs. Frank Faulklngham.
weather the greater part of the time,
Nora A. Fiske
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Greg Wessaweskeag ls observing it by in
hostess.
Little Lucille is attending school as we have had a lot of fog. So they
,' Pittsfield, Mass., have been visiting ory.
Mrs. Clara F. Clark last week.
viting everyone to come to the Orange
Many
relatives
and
friends
learned
.Mrs.
Lewis
Mills
was
ln
Rockland
,
M)
.
,
ind
at
Islesford.
Harold Olidden for a
Rev. Herbert Elwell and family of
have been kept busy most of thetlme
Sunday evening at Union Church hall at 7. where there will be a good with sorrow of the sudden death of
is expecting to {ew d
Mr. and Mrs. Underwood will soon
Tenant's Harbor attended the con this week. _ Mr. Mills
..
... ... Sat'
c..
Mr
Mrg pred shunlan and Rev. N. F. Atwood will begin a series program furnished by local artists Miss Nora Fiske, 68, which occurred close the iwo cottages on Baker night and day in the engine room.
return
from
the
hospital
today.
ference here.
Tender Hibiscus landed the re
of sermons on “Questions from the and several from out of town. Picnic at her home in Damariscotta, Sept. Island.
Mr and Mrs. James Heal of Camden urday
lunch will be served, the Orange fur 13, marking the closing of the last
I Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Eugley have New Testament.”
mainder of our year's coal here last
Mrs.
Frank
Faulklngham
was
Under
the
direction
of
Road
Com]
visited Mr. and Mrs. William Heal at
[ been recent Boston visitors.
Wilbur F. Coombs, died at his home nishing coffee. A good time Is as chapter of a useful and unselfish life. dinner guest of Mrs. F. Morse at Saturday.
mlssioner Ray Beverage progress Ls
the New Ocean House Sunday.
Eliot Buskey of Fitchburg, Mass., Sept. 28, after a long illness. Obitu sured.
Rev. Arthur Sargent and son
And in the home circle a vacancy is
Capt F B. Balano and son Wilfred being made on the Crabtree Point has been visiting his grandparents
John Munroe. Miss Eleanor Beale. felt which can never be filled, but Islesford last Tuesday.
ary in next issue.
Everyone is sorry to see the summer Kingsley of Jonesport, missionary
,
of Staten Island, N. Y„ spent the past road.
Miss
Mary
Sleeper,
Mrs.
Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe L. Benner.
PBstor, called here last Tuesday.
memories of her helpful influence,
• • • •
Martin Joyce was in Rockland this
week in town.
Oillchrest and Mrs. Bernice Sleeper kindness of heart, sunny ana cheerful people leaving the Island. Thelr
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Hayes, Mrs
company here Is very much appre
Rev. S E. Packard of Boothbay re week.
Notes
of
the
Church
attended
the
teachers'
convention
ln
Linda Feyler, Mrs. Nelson Shuman
STONINGTON
cently called on friends here.
Helen Reed left here Wednesday and John Shuman were in Hallowell
Mrs. Sleeper disposition will long live with those ciated.
Union Church held its annual busi Rockland Monday.
Mrs. Mabel Stanley and Mrs. K
Mr and Mrs. Chester Fowles of morning for a visit in Boston.
spoke
before
the
Rural
Schools de whom she laved. She has finished
Mrs Isabelle Oray has returned
ness
meeting
Wednesday
evening.
«
her mission here and gone to her re Rosebrook of Cranberry Island were from Boston where she went to pur
Augusta spqnt the weekend with Mr.
Mrs. Minnie Gowell of Hallowell Friday.
Mrs. E F Albee of Wiscasset has Reports were received, officers elect partment on “Human Relationships ward.
at their home on Baker for a week chase her winter stock of goods.
and Mrs. Merton Anthony.
has recently arrived here to spend lieen passing a few days with Mrs. ed and changes made in the by-laws. in the Rural Schools.”
Miss Fiske was born in South Hope, picking cranberries.
Mrs Electa Hopkins has been visit the winter with her daughter Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Henry Sleeper, who
The pastor reported 151 members, 103 were guests of hls parents Mr and youngest daughter of Hiram and
Mrs. William Lockhart accom Mrs. Eva Oray and Mrs. Estelle
J. T. Oay.
ing relatives in Hallowell and Au Kenneth Mills.
in
the
parish,
and
48
away.
Average
panied
by Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kelley Nevells had charge of the store dur
The
Sunny
Side
Up
4-H
Clubs
held
gusta.
Mrs C. L. Sleeper last week, returned Mary (Bowley) Fiske, and there her
ing her absence.
• • • •
their third meeting of the season ln attendance since May: Sunday morn last Saturday to Wajme, Ind. They early life was spent. Later she went of New York spent two days here
Miss Frances Roberts and Miss
Mrs. Susie Denlen and Mrs. Lida
with
her
parents.
ings,
102;
Sunday
evening,
110;
Church
Notes
Medomak
Athletic
hall
Tuesday
aft

Frances Maxwell have returned to
were accompanied by his niece little to Damariscotta with her brother
Wicks, who have been guests of their
Wednesday
evening
praise
and
prayer
ernoon,
with
16
members
and
one
Boston after spending the summer Worship with sermon by tile pastor
Virginia Till, who will live with them Decater and his family, he being pro
sister Mrs. Charles Barter, returned
here.
at 11 o'clock; Sunday School at 10 visitor present. Beverly Richards service, 24.5. These officers were re for a year.
prietor of the Fiske House for many
Monday to their homes in Atlantic,
elected:
Clerk,
Miss
Helen
Arey;
McDonnell-Osgood
George Davis has returned home prompt; at the closfc of thc service and Shirley Burnes were appointed
Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin and daughter years, and since residing there Miss
Mass., and Providence, R. I.
after spending the summer in the Lord's Supper will be observed. to work in the club booth at the Lin deacons, John Whittington, James Miriam Wiggin have closed their trig Fiske had always made her home ln
The marriage of Miss Leona Fran
Philip Crockett and Harry Gerrish
Tliorndikeville.
ces Osgood, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. have been away for a short vacation.
There will be a meeting of the young coln County Fair Wednesday and Duncan, Harvard Burgess, and Wil house and are occupying for the win the Fiske family.
Rev. William Brewster of Rockland people at 8.30, and at 7.30 the service each member to send exhibits. The liam Benner; pastor's council, Geor ter a smaller one belonging to Mr.
E.
W.
Osgood
of
Parker
Head,
to
Funeral services were held from
Mr.s. Celia Parsons was in the store
and Rev Mr. Clark of Friendship will also be under the auspices of the club held a successful candy sale in gia Roberts, Mary Brown, Estelle and Mrs. Alvin Wiggin.
her late residence with large attend Charles Henry McDonnell, Jr., son of during their absence.
and Rev. and Mrs. John Kelley of
Mr
and
Mrs
C.
H.
McDonnell
of
Rus

Brown,
Mary
Noyes
and
Nina
Bur
the Electric Light Store Saturday
• • • 4
ance. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, sell street, took place Friday evening.
Augusta were among those attending young people and there will be spe afternoon
gess.
FRIENDSHIP
pastor the Baptist Cnurch of Rock The ceremony, which was a quiet one,
the Advent Conference here last cial music.
Webb-Wallace
Three changes were made in the
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
land officiated, assisted by the local
week The male quartet from the
Miss Anna Louise Wallace and
Dance Thomaston Town Hall by-laws: The first a matter of word
Mrs. Nellie Wallace of South Wal pastor who read two poems very ex was performed ln the Sacred Heart
Advent Church ln Waterville attend the choir meets at the church.
Church at 8 o'clock, by Rev. James Russell Webb, both of Stonington,
ing,
and
makes
Article
II,
“
to
elect
a
doboro
was
guest
of
Mrs.
Lizzie
Tuesday
Oct.
3
Milt
Brown
’
s
Cres

The orchestra will hold Its first
pressively. There was an abundance A. Carey.
ed the Saturday evening meeting and
were married at the home of the
candidate to membership from a spe Thompson Tuesday.
cent Orchestra.—adv.
It*
of floral tributes, messengers of sym
gave a splendid concert to a very ap rehearsal at the church Monday
Mrs. Margaret Thomas of this city bride, Sept. 23, by Rev. Mr. Robertson.
Mrs.
Harvey
Brown
is
in
Ports

cial
as
well
as
a
regular
business
night at 7.30. Mr. Lipovsky is expect
pathy and love. Miss Fiske is sur was maid of honor. She wore a gown The bride is the youngest daughter
preciative congregation.
meeting;" second, “to allow pastors mouth, N. H„ to visit relatives.
MARTINSVILLE
vived by one sister Miss Clara Fiske ln the shades of blue with accessories Of Mr. and Mrs. John Wallace, a
Mrs. Oeorge Richardson ing to build up an orchestra of a
Mr. and
-----------Mrs.
Leola
Oliver
and
Mrs.
John
o record the names of members of
have returned to their home in Lan- dozen or more players.
with whom She had been a constant ln harmony. Kenneth Thomas was graduate of Stonington High School,
Burnlielmer
and
little
daughter
were
caster. Mass, after spending the sum- I ■ ----------- —------------—
Mrs. George K. Marshall and his family by transfer from the guests Tuesday of Mrs. Clayton companion, also several nephews and best man.
and since which time she has been
parish which he previously served,
The bride wore a gown of blue flat employed at the postoffice. Mr.
mer at the Porter cottage.
nieces of whom she was very fond.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Benner spent daughter Myra H. A Marshall have
Oliver.
without
the
formality
of
bringing
the
Mrs. Sherman Benner has been last weekend with Mr. and Mrs. closed Mars-Hall for the season and
Mr. andl Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw Interment was in the family lot at crepe and her traveling costume was Webb is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
visiting relatives in Wollaston and Horace Benner and celebrated Mr. returned to their home in Somerville, names before a business meeting;" motored to Farmington Sunday to East Union cemetery.
a blue suit, with blue hat. They left Harold Webb of Oceanville, and is
ind
the
third
amendment
places
the
on a wedding trip to Alton Bay, N. H„ also a graduate of Stonington High,
Malden, Mass, and in Rhode Island. Benner's birthday anniversary. Ice Mass. Mrs Rita Edwards and little
visit thelr daughter Elizabeth who
cream and a large birthday cake were daughter Dorothy accompanied Mrs. care of the communion service with is a student at the Normal School.
spending the weekend with their and upon thelr return will reside at and now employed in the oil business.
served.
Marshall and will spend the month of the committee on spiritual work and
Llewellyn Oliver and Arthur Mc parents Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wotton. 97 Pine street.
directs that committee to appoint the Farland were in Rockland Monday
The bridegroom was graduated The young couple are very popular,
Mrs. John Fields and son of Port October ln Massachusetts.
Mrs. Zenas Lawry who has been
1933
1855
communion steward to prepare for to attend the teachers' convention.
from Portland High School. The and many friends wish for thfem both
land have returned here for the win
ill is gaining slowly.
happiness and prosperity. They left
ter.
Miss' Flora Wallace, daughter of bride attended North Yarmouth last Saturday on a short trip to St.
Mrs. Warren Hoffses went to South
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
“Buy in October" support the gov the service
Academy
and
Morse
High
School
ln
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Benner and ernment and the NRA. Commodities
Holy
Communion
is
to
be
observed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Almon
Wallace,
entered
Bristol Saturday.
Waldoboro, Me.
John, N. B., after which they will re
family were supper guests Saturday will be higher next month. Buy ln at the close of the morning service
Paul and Sherman Wotton re the State Street. Hospital ln Portland Bath. Mr. McDonnell Is employed by side in Stonington.
the Portland Evening News.
Artistic Memorials in Stone night at Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ben October and save.—adv.
tomorrow, Oct, 1.
turned to Boston last Sunday after Friday of last week for treatment.
1228-tl ner's in Rockland.

The Fritz Reiners who have been
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY £5
KNOX COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY

&

ROCKLAND
Bhlre city of Knox County with a population
ping center of forty coast and inland to. i s. It ls
Hancoc't Counties with a total trade area of 75,000
tlie hub of several steamboat and air lines as well

of 9,000 Is the wholesale distributing point and retail shop
the or.e large trading center of Knox, Lincoln, Waldo and
people. It is the center of a fine system of highways and
as the eastern terminal of the Maine Central Railroad.

DEPENDABLE “HARDESTY’S PEERLESS”
Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co. Is Featuring Famous All
Around Flour—A Glimpse At Local History

ST. GEORGE
£

A

Rich In tradition and charming old day folk lore la Bt Oeorge, irfoat historic of Knox County’s towns.
Every toot of Its fertile fields or rugged shore is hallowed ground, scene of some happenstar.c? of tragedy
or humor in days long passed. The present day St. George, comprising a group of prosperous hamlets centered
about historic Tenant's Harbor, though smaller by far ln population than a half century ago is rich ln natural
resources leading to prosperity, paving on a large scale agriculture, fisheries and many beautiful summer estates.

Thc firm foundation upon which Libby’s famous canned fruits and
,the structure of a community must meats are of unquestionable high
LET ME
Handle Your
ARE BEST
Amazing Invention Makes “Safest Tire Ever
. be built is thc existence of a requi quality. Such are samples of the
standards of excellence demanded
Without a bluff we are working un
When Taken
Built” 3 Times Safer At High Speeds!
site number of solid, conservative,
.
.
j bv the Rockland Wholesale Grocery
INSURANCE
Fresh From the
der the BLUE EAGLE
Tire work of Goodrich engineer resulted in a remarkable Invention.
reputable business houses. With C)) of jts products> An excellent
Golden Ply—whirh by actual test, makes you “three times safer”
Sea
The Modern Way
If you use FUEL OIL you can de
from blowouts at high speeds. lor the Golden Ply Resists Heat. It
'the removal or elimination of high example of the type of goods is the
BUY YOUR
pend
on
us
to
have
SHELL
in
your
attarks
blowouts
before
they
get
a
>*tart.
For
you,
it
ran
bxnl'h
fear
‘
type
enterprises
and
business
houses
1
firm
’
s
staunch
adherence
to
Har-j
SEA FOODS
Dodge and Plymouth Car#
of blowouts—yet Goodrich Sllvertowns with the life saver Golden
barrel at all times.
the end of a community is in sight, desty’s Peerless Flour.
wa oo ou* e*J«v
USED CARS OE ALL KINDS
: : at : :
Ply cost bo more than ordinary standard tires—not one penny more!
Rockland is extremely fortunate
This famous brand, Hardesty’s
ip having many such stable firms Peerless, has been sold in Rockland
HENRY K. ALLEN
which
have held faith with their continuously for over 30 years with
TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, ME.
59 CAMDEN ST. MAVERICK SQUARE,
CAMDEN, MAINE
TEL. « 07
'traditions and thus assured the a steady increase in volume of j
TEL. 1191
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRES
VULCANIZING
TENANTS HARBOR, ME.
Sole
Shell
Distributor#
Knox
County
community
existence
in
these 1 sales.
During this period other
Itroubulcus times. Such a firm is i brands have been introduced, had >
, the Rockland Wholesale Grocery I something of a vogue in this terri-1
Co. Thi* firm came into existence | ton and then passed on. But Peer-,
Established 1863
Telephone 14
in March, 1919, taking over the less has outlived them all and
McKESSON'S
I extensive business and fine building j steadily, grown in public favor I
LYNN BURNERS
on Park street of the grocery divi-J through the years.
Milk of Magnesia
STORE AND YARD, 151 TO 455 MAIN STREET
Served From 12.30 to 2.00 P. M.
sion of Thorndike & Hix.
I he
The basis oP all good luck in I
WATER SYSTEMS
Tooth Paste
’
MILL, 18 TO 24 TILLSON AVENUE
corporation is headed by Fred A. baking is the kind of flour used.
We Also Sell the
Carter as president with Percy E. There is no question about the de- j
Large 25c
Manufacturers say prices'will advance when the Code
CLARION RANGE
Demmons vice president and clerk pendahilitv and consistent high
Our Vegetable# are served fresh from the Hotel
Tubes, for
and Ray E. Eaton, treasurer.
quality of Hardesty’s Peerless.
Made in Maine
goes on Lumber and other Building Materials
These three young men have Why not adopt it today. It is used '
Gardens
maintained the fine tradition^ of and has been used for decades with i
Buy Now and Save Money
KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston, Me.
606 MAIN ST., RANKIN BLOCK the parent company and over a ra uniform success by thousands of the
TEL. 55-5 TENANT'S HARBOR
dius of 50 miles around this city, nation's best housewives. It runs
Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co. even and the results are always
stands for dependable service, con satisfactory. It is a general all-,
in all homes in Maine. They can
sistent fair dealing and unquestion around flour for cakes, pies, bread
EXPERT SOLDERING
not be beaten for baking or heating.
able high quality food products. and general use.
“STANDARD OF THF. WORLD:”
Tea Kettles
This range can be seen at the home
1 his firm handles only nationally
The Rockland Wholesale Gro
Wash Boilers
You can always depend upon the quality of HARD
advertised brands of certain quality, cery Co. is under the Blue Eagle Harold Hupper Of Tenant’s Harbor Is Active In Many of Mr. Hupper at any time and im
Milk Cans
mediate delivery can he made.
using no brand of their own.
and maintains a force of eight men
ESTY'S PEERLESS FLOUR. The standard is in
Lines Of Commercial Enterprise
Tanks
When it comes to heating prob
Baxter
’
s
finest
canned
vegetables
in
addition
to
the
three
partners
variably maintained.
lems
Mr. Hupper is right there.
are
known
all
over
the
country.
I
who
are
all
active
in
the
business.
Don't throw away good utensils on
He handles furnaces of reputable
Bread baked at home, of the HARDESTY’S
account of a litUe hole; bring them
Harold H. Hupper could well be (tent should talk with Harold Hup- make and will install any kind of
PEERLESS FLOUR is the most delightful, most
to the
alled the utility man of St. George.' per first.
heating apparatus on short notice.
nourishing, and most economical of foods.
ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS
When the people of that town want
As the ice man of this territory ;The plumbing and fitting is done
698 Main St.,
Rorkland, Me.
a cement walk built or any kind of ihe is able to procure inside informa- by Murray Miller of Thomaston,
Sold by all the leading Retail Grocers
Thomaston Has Fine New Addition To Its Business Houses .•oncrete work they call for Mr. tion when his customer is thinking an expert plumber who can pipe a
Hupper. He does not confine his of electric refrigeration. Not will- house almost any way a customer
—Modem Sea Foods Practice
activities
to this kind of business, ing to be outdone by modern inven- wants it. Just tell him what you
WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR
Mr. Hupper is thc proprietor of tions, he has hooked up with A. C. want and satisfaction is guaranteed.
Parlor Suites and Studio Couches
The latest addition to Thomas The business has started off with a Hupper’s Express between Thom McLoon & Co. as a sub-agent for
Mr. Hupper has been a resident
Special Values in Beds. Bedding and Floor
RESTAURANT
tston and Port Clyde, carries pack- the famous Frigidaire and will in of St. George for a long time, and
pleasant rush.
ton
’
s
business
houses
is
Feyler
’
s
Sea
Coverings
LOBSTERS A SPECIALTY
To learn lhe true joys of fresh ages, does errands in geneial anil stall a new refrigerator any time his is known by almost every man,
' Food Market on Water street. It
PRICES REASONABLE
JOHN B. ROBINSON
sea foods one needs only phone 117. he takes care of the wants of about customers get tired of calling for woman and child in the town. He
CHISHOLM
BLOCK.
ROCKLAND
GOOD COFFEE
• is a modern food shop with every Among the present delicacies are all the people of thr town of St. the ice man
man. All signs point tn an is a reliable citizen ami when there
i latest sanitary improvement. W. Penobscot Bay haddock, native trap George, he also carries the mail on .open winter and ice may be scarce is any movement afoot fur the bet| A. Fevler is proprietor, well known mackerel, aimed hake, fish sticks, this route.
i next year.
I ferment of the town he is found in
He has a good many irons in the
Mr. Hupper is an authorized | the midst of it. At present he is
DRIVE ON
in Thomaston. He was formerly boneless salt cod, salt fish bits, fin
fire and manages to keep them hot dealer for the Lynn burners, “The j donating a truck in the interest of
i associated with Rodney E. Feyler, nan haddies. Choice cuts of fresh
OLD TIRES
salmon, eastern halibut or sword all of the time. He has been very Choice of a Nation,” and advises j a new road in Gleninere. He is very
| prominent wholesale and retail
fish make the ideal dinner of sea bus)- installing water systems being an) one who is thinking of installing enthusiastic over baseball and all
j
fish dealer. The new market is food. Georges River clams, shocked able to supply his customers with a burner to get in line and choose ]other sports. Mr. Hupper lives
Trade Them In For New
located in the J. O. Cushing Co. daily are a happy thought as also the proper system for their particu- the Lynn. Just telephone Tenant’s just beyond Tenant's Harbor in the
building not far from the railroad can be classed scallops, oysters and lar use. His line includes well Harbor 55-5 for information,
town of Martinsville, five minutes
This high quality Tire costs no more than other makes.
known makes such as Meyer's, Vni-1 The famous Wood & Bishop drive front the athletic field on the
lobsters.
Come In and see them today
station.
Mr. Feyler is no stranger to flow, Burke's pumps and accessories Clarion ranges are sold by Mr. same side of the road. Don't for
J. B. Garnet is now In charge of our repair department, specialising
Mr. Feyler carries a very com
in Ignition and Carburetor troubles
1 homaston folk having lived in and the Gould systems. Anyone Hupper. These stoves are made in get the telephone number, 55-5,
plete line of goods and knows how that town for the past two decades. thinking of putting in a water sys- Bangor, Maine and should be used Tenant's Harbor.
Beggs’
Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station
Cooking
to prepare them and keep them al He was educated in the Thomaston
ROCKLAND
71G MAIN ST.,
CAMDEN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 664-M
ways immaculate. It is possible to schools and is married with two
get any kind of sea food desired at children. ’ Mrs. Feyler was Vera
any time at this market with abso Morse, daughter of E. A. Morse,
lute assurance as to its quality and well-known boat builder.
honors with Searsport as Maine's most beautiful town, haa an Interesting historic background
palatability for the supplies are
The public is invited to visit and
tnn ,"n.vfCe.
Present charm. Stately homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomasfresh daily. A prompt, courteous inspect this new market. Satisfac
irpmc fr it
an, ,,ea rf'sidenttal town. Here is found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
and at all times efficient service may tion is its motto. Drop into the
tn
i Revol.l'tionary Period, surrounded within easy driving distance by innumerable spots of Revolutionary
be expected. Free delivery is made store and get acquainted whether
ii
.?niflcance' Too. modern Thomasten presents an active business aspect Including within its corpoiate limits the great #4.000,000 mill of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
every day 9 a. m. to noon. Simply you wish to buy or rtfit. Watch his
Lynn Range Oil Burners Are Outstanding Favorites—Winning
telephone 117, state your require ads each Saturday in this page of
Through Sheer Merit. Ask for Demonstration. We Sell Range
Lady Rosslyn
ments and receive just what you The Courier-Gazette for special
Burners of All Prices. Furnace Burners, Parts and Accessories.
Facials
want in ample season for dinner. values for the week following.

LOBSTERS

BLOW-OUT PROTECTION FREE

SURE WE’RE EGALIZED

LORD’S TIRE AND BATTERY SERVICE

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.

5#

FEYLER’S

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

FRIGIDAIRE

W. H. GLOVER CO.

2

ti SUNDAY DINNERSA
Roast or Fried Chicken—Lobster

33*

McCarty’s Drug Store

Harold H. Hupper

HARDESTY’S PEERLESS FLOUR

A BUSY BUSINESS MAN

FEYLER’S SEA FOOD MARKET

NEWBERT’S

DON’T

KELLY-SPRINGFIELDS

A

A. C. McLOON & CO.

MONUMENTS «-S-tf
53 Pleasant St. Rockland Tel. 911M

503 MAIN ST.
FIRST CLASS

HARBORSIDE LUNCH

TRUCKING SERVICE

SANDWICHES, MAGAZINES

ANDREW REKILA
Boot and Shoe Repairing

AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER'S TRANSFER

Neatly Done
320 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Over Hastings' Dry Goods Store

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

COMPLETE.,
...FUNERALS
4? VODF/MTF Cosi

A Prescription Drug Store
for over 63 years
An Old Pharmacy
With Young and Modern Ideas
“Where Old Meets Young"

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND. ME.

TWO

POOL

NELSON CARR

SHINE PARLORS

WHOLESALE
CONFECTIONERY
Tel. 1243

Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Rockland
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed

STEVE ALEX

Take Advantage of This New
Classified Display
Read the Center of This Page

■

I

wL

Miss Celia B. Flye Has Opened Very Well Equipped
Establishment In Thomaston

Lunch with us at the
Eastern Steamship Dock

A pleasant place in Thomaston ' ent in the movie actress circles of
is
the Colonial Beauty Shop, on Hollywood.
TOBACCO
CIGARS
Main street in Union block direct
The Colonial Beauty Shop tele
ly opposite the postoffice. Like phone is Thomaston 133 and it is
most shops of its kind it is decorat reached readily, turning left at the
COMPLETE
ed in thc softer shades, in this in second floor stair head in Union
stance pastel green with colonial block. Miss Flye is in Warren on
white in keeping with its name. the first and third Fridays of each
The name itself, Colonial, had its month, operating at the Robinson
origin in the traditions of Thomas barber shop where appointments
ton which are very much along may be made. During her absence
colonial lines with its stately homes the Colonial is attended by Miss
of an architecture of other days, its Pauline McLain.
historic lore and its beautiful Mont
pelier.
The presiding genius of the
442 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND Colonial Beauty Shop is Miss Celia (
B. Flye, graduate of the Maine !
School of Beauty Culture. Miss
Dear Sir:—
Permanent
Flye is a Thomaston girl and com
Waves
Of the thousands of items
pleted
her
courses
of
Thomaston
PARISIAN
High in 1930, going immediately handled in this Pharmacy, a great
BEAUTY
SALON
into the study of beauty culture many are available in no other class
G7 PARK ST.
after graduation. She studied and
of store. Strict government regula
PHONE 898
perfected the well known Duradene
tion controls the business of phar
Method of permanent waving and
macy. And that is as it should be.
the Chlorozol system of steriliza
This
government
regulation
tion. She specializes in Lady Rossmeans, 'to the customer, assurance
lyn facials and all Lady Rosslyn
VERY
of accurate dispensing of drugs.
cosmetics may be purchased at the
LATEST
To the druggist, it means an op
shop.
portunity to serve. It also means
STYLES
I he Duradine machineless per
considerable annual expense of a
Now On Display
manent waving has met with marked
kind other businesses are not called
favor and Miss Flye is enthusias
Men’s and Ladies’ Hats
upon to bear.
Chic Sport Sweaters for Men and tic in its use. She is a member of
Buy your drugs and drug sundries
the Maine State Hairdressers’ Asso
Bovs—Conservative yet Smart
here—and be assured of their fresh
ciation and a licensed operator in all
ness and safety.
branches of beauty culture. She
Cordially yours,
105 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON
has had pleasant success with the
yeast facials very popular at pres
W. H. Brackett.

Electric Service

House-Sherman, Inc.

NEW YORK’S

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN
CHIROPODY, MANICURING, SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
WAVING
MILLINERY, LADIES’ AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
31 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME.

CAMDEN
ADVERTISERS. ..

ANENT COLONIAL BEAUTY SBOP

And Supplies

CAMDEN, ME.

Since 1840 this Arm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

SHINE

TEL. 730

SERVICE

We Aim To Please
ANASTASIO BROS.
Over 5c and 10c Store

E. A. AMES

A

i

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”

SIMON K. HART

THOMASTON

A Druggist Writes
You A Letter

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

A Specialty
COLONIAL
BEAUTY SIKH*
Tel. 133

EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING

PENTTILA’S

MgA

83 .Main Street

Established 1825

Tliomaston, .Me.

J*

Eat Fish For Health!
QUALITY, CLEANLINESS
AND REASONABLE PRICES
AT

FEYLER’S
SEA FOOD MARKET

A. D. DAVIS & SON
MORTICIANS
SINCE 1882 IN KNOX COUNTY

Located in Thomaston, Me.

Water St,
Thomaston
Tel. 117

MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS
LICENSE

FREE DELIVERY

Office Tel. 192—Res. 143.

9.00 A. M.-12.00 Noon

E. E. STUDLEY, BARDWARE
REMINGTON KLEANBORE AMMUNITION
All Common Sizes for Gnn and Rifle
12 (fa. Shells, at 95c box
RUTLAND ROOF COATING For Leaky Roofs
Five Gallons for only $2.95

COLDS are SERIOUS
They may lead to complications.

Why take chances when you can

Ji

24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Lady Attendant

Strout Insurance Agency
J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout
Insurance in all its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
Vinal Building Phone 158
110 MAIN ST.. THOMASTON. ME.

“MARK EVERY GRAVE”

TBE LAST GIFT—A MEMORIAL
The history of one's family written in the

get immediate relief by using

permanence of stone

Brackett’s Cold Tablets

W. H. BRACKETT
Reg. Ph.
THOMASTON, ME.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.
GRANITE AND MARBLE
EAST UNION, ME.
Phone 13-31

THOMASTON, ME.
Phone 185-4

I

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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age Six

Probate Notices

LIONS CLUB SHOW

In Everybody’s Column •’ * *
Advertisements ln thte column not to I .

STATE OK MAINE

»
____ .
TO
LET

FOR SALE

1
I
-A

exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ’
_
The Ecta Alpha Ciub members are
a Q,ft ” Musical CornTo all persons Interested In either ol c,nts thre, ttme, for 50 cents. Addl
requested to take dishes including
the estntex hereinafter nemed
tlonsl lines ftvs cents each for one time.
TWENTY-EIGHT ft. boat for sale,
si.
I VERY attractive apartment of live
cdy. Will Be Presented
bowls, to their supper at the Baptist
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. ,g rents for xhree times,
dix woras i rooms and hath, all modern; plenty ol fitted for Ford engine or would exchange
in and for the County of Knox, on the i make a line.
vestry Monday night at 6 o'clock
for
smaller boat. T. L. MAKER. Spruce
hot water All year around Heated from
19th day of September ln the year ol
Oct. 5-6 in \X atts Hall
Tel 85-33
________ H6-118
Semi-annual election of officers in
Sept 1 to May 30. 91 NORTH MAIN Head
our lord one thousand nine hundred
ST. Tel 39-W.
111‘116-tl
and thirty-three and by adjournment
the evening.
------HOUSEHOLD parlor stove, also Vlcfrom day to day from the 19th day of
By invitation by Knox Memorial; The rollicking four-act musical
FOUR ROOM apartment to let, elec trola. Including cabinet and records.
said September the following matters
Association the eighth grade pupils comedy “Its A Gif' " will be preventtric Hahts. flush toilet and garage. T. J Good condition. 91 BROADWAY. Tel.
having been presented for the action
118-118
CARROLL. 144 Camden St Tel. 739-M 293-J.
were shown through Knox Memorial ed under auspices of the Rcekland
1 thereupon hereinafter Indicated lt ls
__________________ 114-tf
hereby Ordered:
SIX ROOM house, barn, henhouse,
Wednesday. They were accompanied Lions Club Thursday and Friday at
That notice thereof be given to all
RADIATOR CAP found on Middle St.
ATTRACTIVE upstairs rent. 117 Llme about seven acres land. 50 fruit trees. Ap
by the'hostesses. Mrs. Mabel Creigh-! Watts hall. Thoma-ton.
persons interested, bv causing a copy of Call at COU BAKR-GAZETTE office
rock St Modern conveniences, reasona ply 32 Oliver St. P A CLARK 117-119
ton and Mrs. Vivian Hewett, who gave
In th? main cast mav be found
this order to be published three weeks I
115-111 ble rent.
WM H RHODES
Phone
SHEEP and yearling ram for sale: also
successively In The Courler-Oazette. n
them much Information about the such nrime local favorites as Irma
347-W
ne-iia guns
and rifles. Wlll trade for stock or
newspaper
published
at
Rockland
ln
said
|
SCOTCH
collie
lost,
brown
and
white
many articles of historic value there. Fickett, Robert Gardner. Dr Dana
LOWER apartment to let. on Broadway. 1 anything. CHARLES ERICKSON. Box
County that they may appear at a Pro- name Lady TEL 889
117-119
On Friday members of the history Newman. Mike Arico, Harold Coombs
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den.
Jefferson,
fourth.
16
ft.
7
ln.
presented
for
allowance
by
George
W
KEYS!
KEYS!
KEYS!
Keys
made
td
trust In lieu of and aa successor to the
Tlie D. A R. meeting will be held day to Boston, after spending a few Union; Shirlev Moron, Martha
Miss Ruth Barter was horn: from ' order. Keys made to fit locks when said Security Trust Company; and that
Oxen 6 ft 8 in. and under. Oeorge Heselton of Gardiner. Exr.
days with Miss Adelle Feyler.
Gould Fast Union; Clara Brown?!!.
OC
o 4w
„9.
ESTATE JAMES LOGAN late of Wor- Farmin2ton
Frhnnl tn cnpnr original keys are lost. House, office oi said Knox County Trust Company wlll
Monday at 3 o'clock at thc home of
Wiley.
Warren,
first,
to
ft
8
in..
Harr
„
tpr
Mass
derease<i
Flrst
and Final
h
to
spenc
Code
prov|de
fceys
for
Car. Code
Nc:ma Whyte. Mary Herrick, Doro
continue to act as Trustee unless oneMrs Ellis Copeland. Knox street.
old Butter, Union, second. 61 ft.; A. account presented for allowance by ine wWKena.
locks without bother. Stlssors and half In amount of the holders thereof
Lance Thomaston Town Hall
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea of the bonds secured by the said trust
Miss Mary Rice spent the week in Tuesday Oct. 3 Milt Browns Cres thy Beverage, Hope; Sylvia Tyler
Wiley.
Cooper's
Mills,
third.
31
ft.
Dona;d B Logan and Edwin G. Norman
South Thomaston; 1-ouise Burns
. Exrs.
Lance Thomaston Town Hall sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO . Indenture shall within sixty days make
Camden with Mr. and Mrs. William cent Orchestra.—adv.
1. Jefferson, fourth. both of Worcester. Maas LEWIS,
It*
objection ln writing as provided under
late
of Tu”‘dav Oct 3
East Friendship. Madeline B.adfo.d
•
? A^ar
estate georoe f
iaie oi
MilL Brown's Crea 403 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
Feyler.
109-tf the provision of said mortgage or deed
Ma-V
Packard
O-.ve
Ber.ner.
Mad
”
.
J
ft
7
in
'
North
Haven
deceased
First
and
Final
.
“Ct J
B10wns LresMary
Bulls under 6 ft 8 in., George Wiley, account presented for allowance by centOrchestra—adv.
it”
Fred Ames who met with a bad fall
——————————-L J". J— of trust.
line Burns. Friendship.
•L |
FRIENDSHIP
first. 82 ft. 6 in.; Henry cun- Lamar KLewis, of North Haven. Admr ——
rceently is getting on comfortably.
Garden - Dor.aid Smith. Burkett- Warren,
CAMDEN 8c ROCKLAND WATER CO.
»
ningham, Jefferson, second, 2 ft. 1 in.
estate Arthur w sturtevant
Mrs. Annie Wyllie has returned
WILLIAM T COBB
Notices of Appointment
Rtcerx 2 vearx old
Otis Jones
lones LiblBte
of Rockland
deceased.
Petition for
A very impres'lve harvest service ville. first honors; second Donald
President.
oia. utis
HD | juiowaa'ce.
Allowance
presented
by Will
wtniam
o
from a visit to her daughter in
A
‘7^”w>»hndiir^urch Calderwood. Richard Llnscott Bur-! oteers. J years «•».
presented
by
Attest
:
was held at the Methodist Church
-rlifton Me^e-vw Raymond I ’rt>- flrst- 157 n-! C^on Kelzer. Richards Agent for Lovina a
Sturte- j I. Charles L. Veazle, Register of ProBrownville.
ALLAN
F
McALARY
unday by the pastor Rev Mr.
uS WiU!^ Hardy'Hope---------------------------------------------------vant of Rockland widow
j hate for the County of Knox, ln the
Clerk
Mrs. Marie Singer left for Boston
I
ESTATE JOHN MORRIS, late of St State of Maine, hereby certify that ln
The occasion was iavurcu
j
vt _ _ I
iavorca uy navuie
naving ....
... . ww
RnHninh
SECOND-HAND baby carriage wanted
110-Th&8-117
Saturday morning.
Geo*?e. deceased Fir** Account nresent- ' the following estates the persons were Write X Y. Z . care Courier-Gazette
«1 for allowance by Frank T. Morris of appointed
Administrators.
Executors office.
Next Sunday the Finnish Church
115*117
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
St Oeorge. hxr
(.Guardians and Conservators and on the
has. a Wl
picnic ,at Charles
HendrickWhereas. Ero SJoblom of Rockland,
SALESMEN wanted
Exceptional op„
„t
ESTATE JOHN MORRIS, late of St
FLDt G DEARBORN 'i.f Union Anmist 1 >x’rtunltv ,or l,ve wlr,>
t° as' County of Knox and State of Maine, bv
sons,
Wiscasset.
Program
will
begin
x»r<. n/itnn Wotton The K\?ttville.
Oeorge deceased
Petition for DIstri- JLLA G. DEARBORN, of Un on August
themselves with one of Rock- his mortgage deed, dated Dec 18. 1929,
at in. m. Thursday night. Oct 5. | ^ch was "r^tUacU^
p°tatoes ' PirS honors. Royce
Sr‘oeorT ExT*
T M°rr'’ °‘ was ’^poln^Odn. ^nd^qu.Ufled"*^ ">”d » '"d,n«
“
Mu“ and recorded ln the Knox Registry of
there will be a meeting at Victor' ratcd undcr the supervision of Thur.ow. Hone. Raymond Payson,
| have car Apply by letter for appolnt- Deeds. Book 217. Page 387. conveyed to
witness.
MEIZER
T
CRAWFORD
Es'
flllng
bond
3
p
Pt?mber
5.
1933
,
-- ---------- - ............. .......... — ,
„ ____ .
I ment. Write A. B. C„ care The Courier- the Rockland Loan & Building Associa
Elison's, Waldoboro, beginning at L eweUyn Oliver and Arthur McFar- Hop*, second. Quentin Barret.., Hope,
quire Judge of Probate Court for Knox
ALDEN O SHEA, late of South Thom- ; Gazette.
116-tf tion. a corporation legally organized and
7 p m
—
• ■ - Maine.
-------aston. deceased. August 15. 1933. Edwin —--------------------------------- existing under the laws of the State of
County.
Rockland.
XdrnddXLXFirst honors. Wilfred Hobbs |
.
V.
Shea
of
South
Thomaston,
was
ap1
HOUSEKEEPING
position
wanted.
Attest
Maine, and located at Rockland In said
There will be a card party at the
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register. , pointed Admr. and qualified by filing r'rat reliable, excellent character; wlU Knox County, the following described
Masonic hall Wednesday under the ! Simmons. The decorations consisted Yoh^’ P^"e Ro^rt* W^Tzh? Gera"d
bond August 29. 1933.
j leavc cllT Wrlte J L • care th,s
real estate, together with the buildings
auspices of thc O.E S. Circle. Playing of vegetables, autumn leaves and John
Questai' ^S
I16
”
118
BLANCHE M. KILLERAN. late of '
thereon, situated In Rockland, bounded
___________September
r______ _______
POSITION as housekeeper m small and described as follows, to wit;
Cushing deceased.
12. 1933.
will start at 7.30 and there will be fl0W€rsSTRAND
THEATRE
____________
j Hope; third Vlnal Hardy, Guilford;
Ada L “Kllleran of Portland and Helen ! family or for middle-aged or elderly man.
1— Beginning at the northwest corner
tables for contract, auction. 500. 63
Kllleran of Thomaston, were appointed j MARY E. GARDNER. Tenant's Harbor. of McLoon heirs’ lot. so called, on Pacific
Pavson. Mavnard Thurlow. Richard
Watch
for
thc
NRA
directory,
listand pitch, with attractive prizes for
Har'
Helen Hayes and Rob rt Mont Administratrices and qualified by filing Box. 34._________________________ 115*117 Street; thence on said lot. 64 feet, more
FURNISHED house, cottage or bunga or less, to a granite post; thence par
each table. The general public is cor- jng of merchants who are members
Sweet Corn - Firrt honors, Roberl
gomery are co-starred In "Another ,
JASON LESLIE, late of Rockland, de low not less than five rooms wanted allel with Pacific Street. 63 feet; thence
dially invited.
( appcar soon ia The Courier-Qa- Mitchell Union
o,<1 frM'nds met '•» the grandstand. Language." Mondav and Tuesday.
ceased. July 18. 1933. Harry Leslie of with modern conveniences. Near school westerly and parallel with the McLoon
The Half Hour Reading Club bepp
Poultry - First honors, Clifton
Mavbc it was the NRA they were
As a play. "Another Langua;?' Cambridge. Mass., was appointed Admr. tf possible W M McCAULEY. engineer heirs' line, 64 feet to Pacific Street;
116-118
zette.
117-119 thence on line of Pacific 8treet to the
____to__be the most .popular
.
Meservey. Union; second. Melvin | talking about
1 proved
com? and qualified by filing bond Sept. 18, (ifliriT. U. S S. Klckapoo.
gins its reading season Sunday. Dues
place of beginning.
dy-drama to reach Broadway in sev-1 p^nted^gent’ in °Maine°f Portland' ap‘
BUSINSS OPPORTUNITIES — Active
may be paid to Miss Gillchrest at the
Also another lot or parcel of land situ
Kannedy, Raloh Hunt, Union.
partner wanted with capital to buy sub ated on Pacific Street ln said Rockland,
eralress
vears.
Its
story
concerns
the
Library or at the meeting which will Iiemey. Miss Pauline McLain will Pears?* Hope Jersey1 Heifer; Willard Rockland, second, 80 ft. 5 in.; Richard 1 opp
WILLIAM
tve effect of a middle-class Ro'^kJan'd/
’deCTaJcL^Se'^embfr late of stantial Interest In new Invention, a bounded and described as follows, to
present a program
be held t!ie last of the month.
19. .uuu,
1933. otli
Self DllVClUUHlk
Enveloping IX"
Letter-Sheet,
TT i• ncenB
aa Anniotnn
* _7_a_ lLi_J
fa
n
,
I
------------------ Xv,.
LVCI-Qiirri. upon
UUUll the
UI1C
ihlrdc/kRA
in ” I »
. 7____ o
n______________________________________________________
Linscott, Appleton,
third.
50 ft
ft. 8Q in.,
i family _______
uponILth?
happiness
of a young Walter S. Bennerw. of Rockland was ap- inside face of which a communication wit:
Miss Hilda George, one time army Howard, Union Ayrshire,
2— Beginning on the westerly line of
At thc Federated Church the serv
of
any
kind
may
be
written,
typewritten,
Ralph
Cunningham,
Jefferson,
fourth.
girl
who
marries
ini.9
it.
a
stranger
,
pointed
Admr..
and
qualified
by
filing
Pacific Street at land of Emma E
• • • •
ices Sunday will be: Church School nurse on Europe's battlefields durhand-stamped or printed and which Wltham; thence north by said Pacific
!
32
ft.
10
in.
to
the
customs
of
the
household
°nnnFRT
m
i
e
»w
te
i
t
a
may then be quickly folded and sealed Street. 39 feet; thence west by land of
at 9.45 a. m.; morning service at 11 ing the World War. gave an interest
Thursday’s Rare Card
I steers 3 years old, A F. Wiley, Edward H Griffith, who directed the I eeSS^JeMembeJ 22 im ” French to
form an envelope Has many uses,
E Oouldlng. 63 feet to an Iron
subject: "Where Two Seas Meet." ing and enlighhuvng talk on public
The organization which handled the Cooper's Mills, flrst, 190 ft.; L. F. screen version, is noted for such sue- j Barnsdall Law. of Rockport, Theodore saves envelopes and Is practical, eco Clarence
bolt; thence south parallel with Pacific
Islands,
at
Music will include. "Call On M.v nursing in thc Hawaiian
,
„ .
day's events was the same as for Gleason. Union, .second, 155 ft. 8 in.. CpsSes as "Holiday." “Rebound and Newton Law and Robert Barnsdall Law nomical and convenient. May be dem Street. 39 feet to land of Clarence E.
onstrated ano
and so.o
sold entirely by
mall
the .__
Congregational
Friday Wec.ie dat
. . C.
,, p
-rl- ,LuawicK of
R Cnmmines Union third qfi ft '
\<1« IL™, '“th of Portchester, New York were onatrateu
oy man.
Name." Wilson; evening service at 7 ___
east by land of
,__ i vestry
„
Earie
oi B
u k
Cummings, union, tnira. on i
-phe Animal Kingdom
Miss Hayes appointed Executors and qualified by Has wonderful
commercial possibilities Oouldlng; E thence
Oouldlng. 63 feet to the
o'clock, subject. "Four Young Men." ! evening. Music had a prominent Rockland, starter; Oscar A Tolman 1 in.; A. F. Wiley, Cooper’s Mills, i as Stella, the youn? bride who is ' flllna bond on same date. Alan L. Bird Partner to Join Inventor In forming cor- Clarence
bound flrst mentioned.
The correspondent has been privi- part with that people and hence an j Qj Tremont. James Whitmore of fourth, 95 ft. 1 in.
I more interested in sculpture than in ' °f Rockland, appointed Agent In Maine [ P°r“tlon- and promote the sale of this
And whereas, the condition of said
at
salary to be agreed upon mortgage has been broken: Now, there
Steers 1 year old, Ralph Cunning- j family dinners, has a role strikingly i oeoroe w. benner. late of Friend- device
“ a with
leged to see some giant sunflowers appropriate opening on the program southwest Harbor, and Hollis Reed
Only those
financial means need fore, by reason of the breach of the
this week. At George A Hanley's, was the two violin selections by Mis? 3[ McKinley, judges; Fred E. Burkett j ham, Jefferson, first, 77ft.; Roy Grin ; difi?rent from' her recent hit por- | BmVrT of'VShip" w« '.Tpomtcd kpp'y Bo”0I4euCkKnde<Mer’’ °n?mi condition thereof, said Rockland Loan
Gleason street was one 10 feet high. Hazel Harrison with Miss Hall as ac- of Union, and Peter Eenson of South- nell, Washington,second. 39 ft. 7 in. trayals in “The White Sister and Admr . and qualified b> .ling bond Sep- p ° Box 14, Roclcland- Me
116 118 A Building Association claims fore
*
tember 22. 1933.
WIDOW would like position as house closure of said mortgage.
that measured 10 inches across the 1 companist. The speaker was intro- west Harbor, timers.
Horses 2800 pounds and over. Perley j -A Farewell to Arms."“—adv
In Witness Whereof, the said Rockland
IZZIE M ST. CLAIR late of Union, keeper ln widower’s home. MRS. CAR Loan
head. At William Lenfest's. Dunn duced bv Mrs. Frank D. Elliot, of the
The Courier-Gazette has already , Jones, Washington, first. 292 ft. 11 in.;
A Building Association has caused
116-118
deceased. September 12 1933. Earl R RIE STONE, Clark Islnd.
rtreet. two measured 14 inches across local nurses' association. The ad- told how the track record was twice Frank Calderwood, Union, second, 156 Watch fcr the NRA directory, list- St. Clair of Union was t '•pointed Admr..
Instrument to be sealed with its
MATERNITY patients given best of this
corporate
and signed In Its corpo
heads, one stalk being 12 feet high dress included rome historical data broken Wednesday—first by Wilma ft. 10 in.; Levi Keizer, Rockland, ij
merchants who arc members and qualified by filing bo.id September care ln private home by nurse with hos rate name seal
by Harry O. Gurdy. Its Sec
pital training
ETTA SMITH ANDER retary. thereunto duly authorized, this
of the origin of the people but largely Scott ar.d then by Klata Direct third, 115 ft. 8 in.
Courier-Oa- 22. 1833
and the other 13 feet
114*tf 27th day of September ln the year of
via
FRED A. COLBY, late of Vlnalhaven, SON. 259 Talbot Ave.. City.
Mrs. Luther Clark has as passen- had to do with the characteristics Thursday it was broken for a third) Horses under 2800 pounds and over t0 'aPP**1 -<x)n ln lne courier
deceased. September 19 1933. George A.
116-118
ELDERLY people to board at Wessa- our Lord, one thousand nine hundred
gcr on a weekend trip to Moosehead anc, diseases, some of the latter being time Not much of a. fracture, to be 24W Frank Caldenvood UnioiL first, 1 zette
Kay of Vlnalhaven. was appointed Exr., weskeag Inn. Rates reasonable. MRS. and thirty-three.
and qualified by filing bond September L. B SMITH. Rockland. Tel. 598-M.
and
Ranzelev Lakes Mrs.
Mrs Rossie familiar
Americans The musical sure' but a ("iart('r of a
' OmPin
r" =
(Seal)
and Rangeley
familiar to
to Americans.
26. 1933.
115*117 ROCKLAND LOAN Ac BUILDINO ASS N.
Roundy, Miss Eliza Whitney, Mrs. numbers given on the Victrola were
By
HARRY O GURDY, Its Secretary.
Washington, third. 31 ft. 5 in.; Charles ley Jones. Washington, second. 44 ft.
MARGARET BRADY, late of Thomas
POSITION as chet or order cook want
Nellie Bean and Mrs. Barnard.
very pleasing, and the voices soft and
■ Vannah, Washington, 4th 16 ft. 3 in. [ 3 in.; Frank Calderwood, Union, ton deceased. September 19. 1933. Olive ed. Best of references. HORACE PERRY, Knox, SS. STATE OF MAINE !
SCREENED
SOFT
COAL
Kelzer of Thomaston, was appointed Orace St.. City.
Capt. William F Ba’;er of Boston clear. Miss Oeorge made a good im*tf
Horses under 2400 pounds. Clarence third. 36 ft 9 in.; l evi Kelzer, Rock- E.
Rockland. Maine. Sept. 27, 1933.
Exx.. and qualified by filing bond Sep
was the guest of his sister Mrs. Bo/- presslon as a public speaker and was
NUT OR STOVE,
S 9.00
CAPABLE Rockland H. S. senior would
Personally appeared Harry O. Gurdy
tember 26. 1933.
Moor, Washington, first. 266 ft. 1 in.; j land, fourth. 4 ft. 4 in.
like
chance
to
work
her
board
during
as
Secretary
aforesaid, and made oath
Attest
:
doln Grafton Friday. It. was the cap- given good applause. She will leave
Charles Vannah. Washington, second.
Those who witnessed the smoothLUMPY STEAM COAL,
7.59
school year. TEL 1132-W for lnforma to the truth of the foregoing notice of
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
tain's annual visit.
on her return to the Islands abouj
165 ft. 11 in.; Levi Keizer. Rockland, ness with which the big fair is handled
tion.
115*117
foreclosure
ln
his said capacity.
117-8-123
HARD COAL,
14.09
Miss Mary Hanly made a trip t<* the middle of October.
third, 135 ft. 2 in.; Rex Prescott, Lib- ; felt that they would like to personBefore me.
VINALHAVEN
&
ROCKLAND
EDWARD
K. GOULD.
ally compliment the officials. Well,
New Harbor Friday, returning thc
-----------------erty, fourth, 104 ft. 5 in
Delivered in Roekland and
117-S-123
Justice of thc Peace.
STEAMBOAT CO.
same day.
Dance Thomaston Town Hall
Sweepstakes for oxen, F. E Scam here is the list of men who are en
Thomaston
•21
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shaw visited Tuesday Oct. 3. Milt Brown's Cres-1
Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5.30
mon. Topsham, ftrst, 36 ft. 2 in.; F. E. titled to your praise:
Will deliver to all nearby towns in
a. m.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
President. Clarence Leonard; vioe
Scammon, Topsham, second. 32 ft.
Capt. Obcd Andrews at Glenmere,
Orchestra.—adv.
lt”
three-ton lots at above prices
Vlnalhaven 8.15; due to arrive at Rock
7 in.; Henry Cunningham, Jefferson, president. J. C. Creighton; secretary,
land about 9 30. Returning — leaves
Thursday.
'
,
. ..
H. L. Grinnell; treasurer, M. A. Lucas;
third.
21
ft.
6
in.;
George
Wiley.
Rockland at 1.30 p. m.. Vlnalhaven 2.45,
Tlie housekeepers for the Baptist
"Buy in October support the govJ. B. PAULSEN
North Haven 3.30. Stonington 4.40: due
trustees. J. D. Pease. F. O Jameson,
Warren,
fourth.
18
ft.
2
ln.
Ladies' Circle Wednesday will be Mrs. eminent and the NRA. Commodities
SaveTftcneq
Tcl. Thomaston 84-2
to
arrUe at Swan’s Island about 6 p. m.
Sweepstakes for horses. F. E. Scam Albert Sherman, W. M. Prescott and
Susie Newbert, Mrs Mildred Closson, will be higher next month. Buy in
B H STINSON
117*11
R.
M.
McKinley.
mon,
Topsham,
first,
93
ft.
3
in.;
Per117-tf
General
Agent.
Mrs. Minnie Wilson, Mrs. Nellie October and save.-adv.
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H. A. Howard and Edwin R. Ed
wards and family, have closed their | J
cottage at Crescent Beach and are
at their home at 70 Cedar street.

Page Seveff
COLORFUL OPERA “CARMEN"

THE REALM OF MESIC

To Be Presented In Lewiston When
the State Teachers Meet There

In thc spirit of co-operation with
I he teachers' convention to be held hi
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Lewiston Oct. 26-28 tile Maine State
In addition to personal notes regard
Opera Company ls presenting a spe
Mrs. Bertha F Soule of Preeport
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
Mrs. Janie Fullerton of South j
cial performance of the colorful
ment especially desires information of and Mrs. Rose Mlnat of Lewiston,
opera, Carmen, In the English lansocial happenings, parties, musicals, etc who came for the reception tendered Thomaston attended the reception
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be Mrs. Millie Thomas, president of the given Thursday night in honor of
Ruth Dondis has been having les their diaphragms. Of 250 applicants gunge This takes place Wednesday
gladly received.
sons with William Harms, Josef for screen work this studio gave audi- evening. Oc'. 25 at Music Hall. LewState Relief Corps, were overnight her sister Mrs. Millie Thomas.
TELEPHONE __ _____________ 770 or 7M
_____
Hofmann's star pupil and an Jn- tlons to 15 and employment to three, iston. Reservations are now being
■
j guests Thursday of Mrs. Thomas.
... t. i r,„i. , u
.
j »
! Mrs. Minnie Raye of Auburn and Mrs
At
the
bridge
tea
given
by
Mrs.
structor
at lhc Curtis Ina‘ltut« °f abcui n representative average, and made with the opera company in
Mrs. ItJa Peltola has returned from
r
________ _
of those favored a predominant ma- Auburn for all who wish to attend.
„a ween visit with v„..
..j Mrs IInez
Adams of ...
Lewiston
were guests
her ».i.
friend
u _..
. - O. B. Davis yesterday, honors fell to 'Muslc- rh'-s ls a distinct honor in Jority hailed from Down East, as they j The premier performance of the
Mrs.
L.
A.
Crockett,
Mrs
Henry
Jor-!
:tself
as
il
18
next
t0
im
P
osslble
Florence
Nelson
who
is
rc-elvine
of
Mrs
Velma
Marsh
Other
out
of
riorence
wno is rceen ng tQwn g
offtcers were at the Cop.
opera company which takes place in
even contact the Curtis artiste for an call Kew England out in Californy!
treatment at the Northern Maine per Kettle.
H dan and Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw
The editorial goes on to say that Lewiston Oct. 23 is already complete_____
{audition.
But
Ruth's
opportunity
Eanltorium. After spending a few
. . „
came about in a gratifying.manner. this of course is no news to New ! ly subscribed. Governor Brann is to
days visiting friends in Rockland,
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. holds Mrs Ruth Turner Oeorge cf Thom- Englanders, who have so long con- attend the opening of Maine's first
Members
of
the
W.I.N.
Club
were
Mrs. Peltola will Join her husband in
its ftrst meeting Monday with lunch- aston wdth whom Ruth has been ceded their superior merit in almost opera company.
New York accompanied by Mrs. entertained at supper Thursday by eon at the Copper Kettle at 1-15- studying, has realized for some time every field ol endeavor as almost to Thc company is under the general
Mrs. Leland Drtnkwater at Rockledge
Trundy.
bu£.inC5? mceting and program that tbe g|ri
not oniy musically have forgotten about it But it will direction of Erie Renwick who is a
Inn. Bridge prizes were won by Mrs.
at 2.30 in the apartments of Mrs. 1 glfted but possesses unusual dlll- probably be a rude shock to citizens well known operd singer. The caste
Charles
Schofield,
Mrs.
Marguerite
Mrs. Warren Kirk and Mrs. Oeorge
Beulah Allen. The speaker will be gence perseverance, and high Ideals. of Dallas and Sauk Centre. Prob- is made up of ten principals and a
Naipi who have been visiting Rock MacAlman and Miss Pearl Bor^rson. Mrs. E. C Moran, Jr.
{she hoped that a pianist of Mr. ably, however, what the test director chorus of thirty trained singers, supland friends the past two weeks, have
------Harms' calibre could hear Ruth play refers to is not the approximate Ox- ported by an orchestra of 15 pieces,
Miss Rose Adams and brother
returned to Boston.
Oeorge Adams, return to Dexter to- Mrs. Oeorge B. Davis had as din - land to find out lf she had been cor ford vernacular of Harvard Square Prof. Stldon T Crafts of Bates Col
and Mount Vernon Street so much lege ls orchestral director,
The Duzuplez Club met Monday ' ™rrf0W ‘°
°? ner guests Wednesday Mrs. Scott irect in her Judgment. So she ar- as the unadorned, modulated English
Coburn
of
Warren,
Mrs.
Frank
Lunt
;
ranged
for
Mr.
Harms
to
come
to
her
evening with Miss Mary Thomas, en- thc faculty of theWTassookeag School.
SWAN’S ISLAND
of Thomaston and Mrs. W. E. Mor home, and to give the girl an audi of say. Connecticut. Actors and radio
Joying supper and cards.
tion. Ruth played three numbers, announcers know that there is no
_____
Mrs R. E. Thurston went to Bos gan of Rockland.
chosen for contrast and to show the blight so devastating to wldespreaa
Mrs. John Lunt of Frenchboro is
popularity as too English a speech, visiting at the home of Capt. Emery
Thc first meeting of the season of ton Thursday to spend two weeks Mr. and M«. Edward Ransom who 1
T ?de® °f
with relatives and friends.
and the chances are that the best Joyce.
the Universalist Woman's Society
_____
have been at their log cabin at The I .P* Island 8pe“
New England diction (diction being
Mrs. James 8prague was recently
takes place at the vestry Wednesday
Mrc j M
enterta!ned ln. Battery. Belfast, since returning from "c
n’ajor P?ludS
^h. from The Weil-Tempe• ed what a Brooklynite once defined as invited to attend a house party at
afternoon at 3oclock. Tea and a fcrma„y Tuesday evening to cele- Italy, left recently for Mr. Ransom s
‘de cherce of woids'i derived from her unoccupied horn ein Atlantic. An
social hour will follow business. All brate the homecoming of Miss Mar former h«me ln Bennington, Vt., be- Clavichord. a"d
was the hill towns of the Nutmeg State, appetizing dinner was served and the |
women of the parish arc invited.
garet Snow who had been in Call- fore going to Montreal where Mr by Mo«kowski. Mrs Geor«e was from the Berkshlres or from the not afternoon passed with rook and
! fornia for seveial months engaged in Ransom is to make his debut with the much gratified with her pupil's play too rural reaches of Vermont.
bridge The guests were Laura SttnA benefit bridge (contract and auc- IgatcM librarian study. Bridge, sew- Montreal Opera Company in the ing. Ruth had worked very hard for
But why is Maine left out of his fOn Elizabeth Morse. Mary Butman 1
the audition—two and three lessons
tiom for the Knox County Chapter lng and varlous umes and stunts
Hester Freethy. Sopha Stockbridge
nging th,e ’^g a week and Just prior to the event reasoning?
American Red Cross will be given cupied the time happily, and ices and tenor role. Mr.'7'
Lucy Smith. Elizabeth Smith, Alma
Ransom, owmg to the
each d
when the occasion
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock at the cjiieg were served. Those present:
Pray,
Ruby
Holmes.
Margaret |
arrl'ed- thc
K'ave a really brilAfter witnessing the marriage of Sprague. Hulda Smith, Bernice
card rooms of Mrs Alan L. Bird, tn chonce Thcmas, Miss Dorothy 8now,
*
atUr
,
8pel!in
«
llant
performance.
the Fuller-Cobb-Davis store ( second Mrs dydney snow of Rockport, Miss
his only daughter. Gwendolyn, in the Smith, Irma Morse. Leila Stock, v
k
I Mr. Harms has shown interest ln ancient prompton oratory on Sept. bridge and Nina Sprague
floor). Tickets may be procured Anna Richardson. Miss Mary Was
‘
en
°
'
vT°
f
from
th"
ver
y
flrst
'
stelng
from, or reservations arranged with.i gatt, Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter, Jr.. Mrs
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met last
16, John McCormack, world renowned
Eduardo de Vermontl, the Italian shc attended camden concerts and lenor. sang the Ave Maria so beauti- week at the home of Mrs. G. F. New
any member of the committee who John
____ __O. Snow. Miss Snow and Mrs. version
of his own flrst name and the (recitals, meeting the various artiste Itu„y that it brought tears to the man.
are Mrs. David L. McCarty, chair- { Pomeroy,
name of his native State. Mr. Ran and artist-pupils, and finally otfer- eyes 0( manv of his listeners. The
Irma Morse. Margaret Kent, and {
man, Mrs. Walter C. Ladd. Mrs.'
_____
som has spent many summer seasons ing the opportunity to study with [daughter wh0 was marrled to Ed. Huida Smith, students of Rockland
Hervey Allen. Mrs. Ray Eaton and
The Shakespeare Society opens its at The Battery. His singing as as
Mrs. Harold Karl.
season Monday evening when it sisting artist ln the recent McLaugh him up to the time of his depai ture I ward p^,, Liverpool business man. High School, were home over the
weekend.
-------meets at the home of Mrs. Rosa Lit- lin concert is recalled with pleasure. from Rockport where he summers. {&tootl at her husband's side with shinMrs. Elden Colbat.h is in Rockland
Mrs. George accompanied Ruth for
eyes
ber father's voice floated
Israel Snow Jr. has returned from tlefield.
for a few weeks. Her children are I
each of these lessons and has seen | through the building.
Bristol where he had employment for I
------being cared for by her mother Mrs
just what Mr. Harms has taught, and
two months.
, Chester B. Jones of Winslow's Mills
NEW YORK STYLES
Roscoe Joyce.
will
endeavor
to
carry
on
his
ideas
{
-------I has been spending a few days with
I
throughout
the
winter.
j
Watch
for
the
NRA
directory,
listMr. and Mrs. Frederick Bird, who
brother, R L. Jones at The High"Buy in October" support the gov- I
As Interpreted By Miss Mar It is of interest, too, to know that ing of merchants who are members ernmgjit and the NRA. Commodities
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs lands.
Ruth is an outstanding pupil in the to appear soon in The Courier-Ga- will be higher next month. Buy in
Henry B Bird, left for Arlington.
jorie Howard, American High School where she is a-member
116-118
Mass., yesterday, stopping enroute to I Mr and ^*rs Charles H Berry arc
October and save.—adv.
•
of the senior class. She has carried
'_____________________ __
visit friends or Mrs. Bird in Water- on a motor tr‘P whtch wiH takc them
Fashion Authority
one of the highest ranks thus far and
Vilje
to Oconomow, WIs., where they will
ls engaged in many school activities. >
_____
vizit relatives of Mrs. Berry.
The present mode, on the whole,
• • • •
Mrs. Harmon Baldwin i Mabel
------Fales» and son Harmon Arthur, of i
and Mrs®rne have been hovers between qualntncss and Ruth Draper recently gave a re- 1
Lynnbreok. L I.. N. Y.. are visiting ending a few days at their cottage elegance, with the balance of favor {cital for the townspeople of Islesboro
for elegance, according to Miss "here she summered. J Brooks AtMrs. Baldwin's mother, Mrs. Charles at Crawford Lake.
Marjorle Howard. American fashion kinson ^entiy had this to say about
Fales, Maverick street.
Mrs. A. R. Havener. Mrs. Ralph
..
_ .
...
, Mirs Draper in a New Y6rk newspaauthority of Paris, now in New York.
Trim,
Mrs.
J.
M.
Richardson,
Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Edwards,
accompanied by Mrs. Abbott, left this Walter C. Ladd and Mrs. Perley Da in a lecture before the Fashion Oroup "When you hear that a monologist.
morning by motor enroute to their mon motored to Portland Thursday. ot New York, to whom she in .irprcicd unassisted by either a plump pianist ,
the current fashions as shown in the or an ethereal harpist, is making a j
home In Birmingham Mich. In clos
The Charity Club had luncheon recent Paris openings
lull-length theatrical program of her ,
ing Edge.nere. their Ash Point sum
sketches and that she has been more
mer place, until the next season. Mr. Thursday at Beach Inn. Lincolnville
Discrediting all talk of Mae West
Beach,
spending
the
afternoon
with
roundly huzzaed in Ixindon, Paris, |
Edwards reviewed his summer with
Influence on the mode, she discussed Madrid, Vienna, and other foreign
Miss
Teresa
Arau
in
Camden.
special satisfaction, from the fact
the new pencil-slim tubular silhouette capitals than in her native New
that, by reason of the death of the
Miss Annie Russell, noted retired
long-time care-taker, he himself took actress, has closed her summer home as individualized by the various York, you have sufficient reason to {
over the Job. donned wnat he listed
couturiers, and stressed the im look skeptical
-i
••
.u at Rockport and left fot Winter Park.
"When Miss Draper makes her first
as -hi.
portance of the new rich fabrics and
™
„i,
Fla
vlsiUn
«
111
Philadelphia
enroute.
entrance, smiling and Jaunty, without
season in alternate working and loaf
colors.
showy affectations, you know at once
ing. "And had the time of my life,1
6lfr and Mrs. Hector Staples and
Velvets were cited as ranking first she is genuine. She plunges neatly
he added, with great satisfaction.
____
son Oeorge left yesterday for Chl- in importance among fabrics and into her characterizations — thc
Mizs Alice Lymburner has returned "ag0,’-° at,l«nd the y°rJd'f, Palr', Mr these in many new versions with harassed society woman, the Dalma- j
from an extended visit ln Portland ®,apl" wtl aIso atlend
tian peasant, the lady of King
and Boston
American Legion convention which synthetic yarns playing a big part in Philip's Spanish court, the lunch_____
meets next week. Hie return trip their development — Velvets for counter girl in a railway station. No
Mrs. Velma Marsh wa* nostess to wln * ™de by
way of Washing- formal and Informal occasions—for flcurlsh; no swank. She is economlthe Chummy Club Tuesday evening
evening gowns, dinner gowns, daytime cal without being parsimonious. So
Honors in cards went to Mrs. Flora
completely does her acting dominate
'
Mrs. Nellie McKay has returned frocks and suite and with matehing her material that we may not appre
Fernald and Mrs. Adclma Mullen.
accessories
—
hate,
gloves
and
hand

from a visit of several weeks with
ciate the skill with which she has
Mrs. Alice Munro who recently relatives and friends in Wilkesbarre. bags—Plain velvets and ribbed velvets written her dialogues in dramatic
Pa
.
and
vicinity.
ill
deep
black
and
in
the
rich
new
suffered an ill turn at her home in
form—crowding her stage with the
colors—Patou's "Wild blackberry,' phantoms of persons who live only in
Springfield. Mass., is reported as
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Brown
who
making gratifying recovery. She ls.._
K .
wine shades. Schiaparelli's deep blue, the imagination, and setting them off
81 Her «on Daniel of Rockland was have spent the summer at Ingraham
against scenery in which the doors
with her during her sickness.
HU1 have c,os<‘d their cotta«e and rc' and the new deep grav purples were and windows or the many tables of a
_____
I turned to their home in Everett, all stressed as were these colors In restaurant or the air-tight stove and
such other favored fabrics of the wall telephone of a railway station
Mr and Mrs. George Richards of ' MassBraintree, Mass., arc guests of Mr. *
season as slipper satin, failles and are constructed in the living air of
Mr and Mrs. Donald Karl had as
and Mrs. Donald Cummings, North
ottomans.
fancy.”
recent
guests
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
• • • •
Main street, for two weeks.
Miss
Howard
cited
the
importance
_____
Clemente and three children, and
Francis
Lipovsky,
the gifted young
Miss Lucy Walker was thc guest of Mrs. Alice Clemente, of Lowell, Mass too. of lames and crepes, including
trtebark—a
heavy violinist, who was in Rockland last
Mrs. Ella Robinson at Wiley's Cor They were accompanied here by Ar Schiaparelli's
thur Wardwell who had been speed woven rayon, and her new corrugated year, is again with us. and plans to
ner. recently.
ing two weeks with his daughter. Mrs. jersey fabric jnade of rayon and conduct a studio in conjunction with
H. E Kirkpatrick through the winter
Mrs Ellen Wallace of Swampscott. Clemente, and who Is now with his
Cellophane, which comes in ribbons months. He already has classes ln
Mass. w,ho has been spending the other daughter, Mrs. Karl.
as well as yard goods and looks like North Haven. Stonington and other
summer at McOee Island, was In this
nearby towns, and hopes to establish
Mrs. F. L. Weeks and Mrs. Harriet wool.
city Monday, the guest of Mrs Carrie
a class here ln the near future.
Silsby Frost entertained the Thurs
E. Ripley, Knox street.
Mr Lipovsky is Hungarian by na
Smart CoifTurn Important
day Club at Mrs. Weeks’ cottage.
tionality.
but an American by reason [
Dynamite
Beach.
As to hate. Miss Howard stressed
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales, and
of ht’ birth in Ohio. As a lad he re
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ralph and
the Importance of the new velvet vealed exceptional talent with the
Fred C Black. Nathan Farwell.
daughter Greta of Waldoboro were
beiets, “bigger and floppier than violin, and at the age of 14 was called
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wil Mrs. A. R. Havener, M>s John O.
Stevens, and Mrs. Arthur Wagner, ever" and jutting down over the right "the boy with the violin neart" Pro- J
liam Ralph in Lynn, Mass.
and Mrs. A. L. Bird, have signified eye—also toques and turbans—all fessionally Mr. Lipovsky's career has '
Mr. and Mrs. William Butte and their Intent lo enter the Maine con depending more upon cut and con included important positions and or
non Fred were called here from Port tract bridge championship tourna struction than on t.-imming for their chestral connections. He was head {
land by the death of Mrs. Butts' ment ln Augusta Saturday, Oct. 7. smartness—as, of course, docs all of the violin department of the Uni
versity Extension Conservatory of
Mrs. Bird is a member of the general
uncle Benjamin Harrington.
dress generally.
Music at Akron, • associated with j
committee.
When trimming is seen, it is usually Samuel Block. In 1929 and 1930 he j
Four school marms—Misses HodgHoward Edwards had as recent confined to Just a touch—perhaps for was a member of the Tampa and
don. King and Cunningham are at
the E H. Crie apartments, Summer guest at Crescent Beach Sam Ran color—a quill, lacquered feather, a Clearwater Symphony orchestras,
and also guest artist at the radio sta
kin.
street.
composition or metal clip or orna tions in these cities.
Mrs E F. Berry and Miss Caroline ment. The off-the-forehead hat, she The violin has not engaged his en
America can’t be fooled when it
Eiane daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
/CHEVROLET
Herbert Curtis. Pine street, celebrat Littlefield, officers of the State Fed pointed out, finds favor only on tire attention, for he has specialized
comes to spotting the best “buy”
ed her 4th birthday Sept. 22. Games eration of Music Clubs, attended a young, fresh faces, the mode gener also in the viola and other stringed
were played and a nice treat was luncheon meeting of the executive ally favoring hats with forWard-over- Instruments. In the Falls Symphony
in any field. America knows too much about
served. Those present were Donald board Thursday at the home of Mrs. the-eye movement tipped up in the Orchestra he was ranked among the*
WIDOOUtnUT
motor cars for that. So when one certain car
concert masters. At one time he was
French. Wayne Drinkwater, Leatrlce Ouy Gannett, president, at Cape
Nutt, Lillias Sullivan. Agnes Sullivan. Elizabeth. The sessions were devot back and revealing smart coiffures. privileged to play under the orches
wins almost as many buyers as the next
Mavis Moore, Patricia Stockbridge, ed largely to discussing informally And. right here, this famous authori tral conductor, Francesco Grasse,
formerly
flutist
with
Victor
Herbert's
two put together, you know the answer: IT
Sterling Alden, Elaine Olendenning. the season's proposed work. Miss ty on fashions, cited the importance
He numbers
Nathalie Post, Barbara Lufkin, Elaine Blouin of Sanford, the gifted of smart coiffures, which she defined concert orchestra.
MUST BE BETTER. And that's what the new
Lucille lister, Norma Curtis. Eleanor young soprano who was heard in an as being extremely individual but among his personal acquaintances
and friends such musicians of distinc
Chevrolet Six most certainly is.
Curtis, Douglas Curtis. Bernard Cur exchange program of the Ethelbert
tis, Cynthia Knowlton, Priscilla Nevin Club with the Rubinstein Club always with a very carved and tail tion as M. Andre de Ribauplerre,
Better looking—it has long, sleek, aer-streamed
Boardman, Mary Egan.
Special two years ago and who has since ored look, with this effect often in Casper Reardon. John Orosky, flutist
guests were the two grandmothers. been studying at the Curtis Institute creased by a comb, bandeau or clips. in the late John Philip Sousa's
lines—Fisher’s smartest styling. Chevrolet has
Mrs. Mattie Nutt and Mrs. Elvie of Music, delighted her hearers with There is a vogue, she said, for the band. Considering Lipovsky's youth,
Curtis; a great-aunt, Mrs. William groups of songs at both morning and colored bandeau—often matching the he holds an enviable record in both
better bodies—they’re built not just of steel
talent and experience. A local note
Fiflcid and Mrs. Earle Alden, Mrs. afternoon sessions. Forming more
frock
and
for
small
clips
worn
Just
alone, but of steel reinforced by a sturdy hard
of interest is that Mrs. Lipovsky is a
Ralph Nutt. Mrs. Clarence Knowlton. choral units was discussed with par
former Rcckland girl, Christine Cur
Mrs. William Koster, Mrs. Maynard ticular Interest, Mrs. Cora Pierce above the ears at the temples.
wood frame. Chevrolet has a better enginetis.
Curtis. Mrs John Sullivan, Misses Richmond leadipg, and Mrs. Foster
Revival Of Interest In Pearls
•
•
•
•
Hazel Marshall. Margaret Nutt and Haviland stressed the importance of
The importance of velvet has The best speaking voices in America
Susan Nutt. Miss Marshall enter tlie junior choir at this time. A new
tained the children with stories and step is to be undertaken by the de brought about a revival of interest come trom New England, according
supervised the games. Dickie Free partments of philanthropic music and in pearls, says ’Miss Howard. Big to a recent editorial in thc New’ York
man was unable to attend on account music in education under the direc brooches were mentioned as im Herald Tribune. A film-test di
rector for one of the large film
tion of Mrs. Clara Plummer of San
of illness.
ford and Mrs. Walter Dolley of Limc- portant. and in the flelcP of costume studios asserts there is no compari
: rick, that of introducing federated jewelry, very wide composition son between the clarity and clipped
activities in the schools where there bracelets also belts and necklaces enunciation of Yankee heritage and
are no music supervisors, organizing made of colored Cellophane woven the slurring and false evaluation
clubs and bands, and reaching rural in interesting designs. There are characteristic of other reaches of the
Freshens the mouth
land The worst speech is cultivated
communities with better music. Miss
masses and masses of buttons, she in Texas, he contends, and people
..Soothes the throat
Julia E. Noyes outlined plans for the
689 MAIN STREET
radio programs which are conducted said, these usually large and either frem the Middle West speak from the
Mrs. H. N. McDougall of Portland 1
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John j
H McLoon Thursday.

should be the same namely, the wel
fare of “comrades who are unable to
Congree man Moian Urges thc Vrt- , help themselves." For the common
erans Organizations To Act In gcod of the country, as epooed to
Unison
selfish tn'.irczt of any units or
—■■■
1 organization’, he proposed a federaA plea for a united front among tion of veterans' associations and
veterans' organizations on matters oi ^ac^a,r,ed_,b?’ h!5
or8anlzat;on,
.
,
,,
, , ,
the V F W , had been trying to
veterans welfare legislation was bring about, that unison for the past
voiced Wedcnesday nigh! at the an- five vears.
nual dinner and dance of the DeWUUam T. Wade, department of
partment of Maine, V. F. W.. in thc Maine commander cf the United
Hotel Eastland bv a <rroup of organ- Spanish War Veterans, pledged the
izalion officials and members head- cooperation cf his organization for
. . _
..
such a uni'." and proposed a reunion
cd by Congressman Moian.
,
of all ex.£ervice nlcn jn the DepartMr. Moran declared that thc Ideals ment of Maine on the campfleld at
and objects of all veterans' groups Augusta next summer.
WANTS UNITED FRONT

MONDAY-TUESDAY
When Does the Honeymoon End?

After Marriage—what?

Two great stars in a

fascinating picture of
today.

as tlie lovers on thc troubled sea of
matrimony

It ran a year on Broadway, and now it
reaches thc screen with all its laughs and
thrills intact!
NOW PLAYING
>
“SECRETS OF THE BLUE ROOM"
with LIONEL ATWILL
Shows 2.00,
6.30, g.30
Cont. Sat.

2 to 10.33

ton. D. C.

Can there be any
stronger recommendation
for a car than this
six cylinders for lowest gas and oil consumption,

cushion balancing for killing vibration.

And

Chevrolet gives better value—a long line-up of
features,

including

the

Starterator,

Syncro-

Mesh gear-shift, Free Wheeling, which no other

low-priced car can match.

Now, in September, is the time to start thinking
about a new car for winter! And when you do
so, think of the way Chevrolet is leading all other

cars in sales.

What more could you possibly

ask as a recommendation for a car than that?

CHEVROLET MOTOR CO., DETROIT, MICHIGAN

CHEVROLET

$445

to

*565

All prices f.o.b. Flint. Michigan. Special equip
ment extra.

Low delivered prices and easy

G. M. A. C. terms. A Genera/ Motors Value.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

VICKS COUGH DROP

each year.

,

matching or contrasting the frock.

backs of their heads instead of from

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Daf
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OffAgain/To make new History
BYRD
TYDOL
YEEDOL
CONQUEROR
BOTH

OF

NORTH

THE

AND

ATLANTIC

SOUTH

AND

ROLES

TRIFLE “X” TYDOL, “IT LUBRICATES AS IT DRIVES”

100^

PENNSYLVANIA

MOTOR

OIL

AT

ITS

FINEST

The men who conquered the Pole in ’29 are off again! And again the

petroleum products selected are exclusively Tide Water’s, led by
TYDOL Gasoline and VEEDOL Motor Oil.

TRIPLE "X" TYDOL —The gasoline that is different because it

lubricates as it drives.

The powerful, regular priced anti-knock

gasoline that keeps your motor free from carbon, rust and corrosion.
♦

VEEDOL MOTOR OIL—10096 Pennsylvania . . . the world’s finest
motor oil. Heat-proof. Cold-proof. So pure and clean that you can
"S\ •sr * ' yyjc.

' ’*■'

9^>Sfe '.

t"

read a newspaper through it.
Use these proved products in your own car. The fact that Admiral

...

•

•;

Byrd . . . with the safety of his Expedition at stake . . . chose

them is a more powerful argument than any words of ours to

- .if - ■■

•»

v/*x

•?

3

'j

0/y SAl£ TODAY... the oil and gas that sail with byrd

describe their superiority.

Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation,

Thomas Wiley, arrived home wilh a
SOME HEALTH HINTS
catch of 40 barrels of herring. '
Mayor W. R. Grace of New York Helen Spaulding Names a
Recalls Some News Items
was in town to attend the funeral
Five Point Program For Ogier Leading Batting, Goggin
Members Of Local Society Begin 44th Season Monday
Which Interested Harbor
of his mother-in-law, Mrs. Mary J.

KNOW THEIR SHAKESPEARE

ELMER ALLEN'S CHAT

27 Main St., South Portland, Me.

TWILIGHT LEAGUE AVERAGES
Leading Pitcher, Gray

THE STORY OF CANNING
As Graphically Told in Maine Ex
hibit At Sprlngfleld Exposition

Two-thirds of all the people visit
ing the Springfield Exposition have
been found by actual count to pass
Schr. Brilliant. Capt. Thoma,
~
..............
.
,
.u j..
With winter coming around the
through
the Maine building. As this
These items taken from Town Talk Hooper,
an e
reig t or . e
bend. Helen Spaulding, clothing' The Courier-Gazette is indebted to
Team Fielding Averages
The Shakespeare Society enters Mrs. Buffum; The Outdoor Theatre
throng first enters it is confronted
happened in the village of Wallston ferent traders last week.
. „ . , ..
.
PO A E Ave
upon its 44th season next Monday and Tlie Ber. Greet Players. Miss to
... _
specialist for the Extension Service,' Ralph Fowler for the accompanying
this year by a striking display ot old
in 1886.
Mrs. Flora Allen and Mrs. E.eaena
.
. i
» St. George (27)
652 255 44 .954
night, and will take up thc study ot skine. Hostess, Mrs. Orne. Leader,
__
...
j
I
suggests
a
few
pointers
on
helps
to
baseball
averazes
in
the
Knox
and
time canning tools beginning with the
’ ,___
r
| uascvau averages in me iuiuj anu
Frank Harris mate of Sch. J. W. Thornton are visiting relatives and;
679 340 53 950
Rockland (28)
••Othello," and “A Midsummer Night’s Mrs. Hall.
j good health. She says.
hatchet
and block with which ears
Lincoln Twilight League.
Fish arrived home Thursday. He friends at Hart's Neck.
530 212 45 943
Waldoboro (24)
Dream" which had its previous read-i March 26—Act 5. Use of Potions,
I "Good health is the smooth func
of com were first, trimmed. The
leported very heavy weather during
People say they like to read about'
While Greenlaw, the Camden pitch- Camden (22)
537 216 55 932
ings by this organization in 1919 and "Spells and Medicines" as noted in
tioning of one's body. It shows itself
hand and foot machines for cutting
the trip.
events which took place in the Eigh
Thomaston (22) 556 242 60 930
1920. The Society this season will Shakespeare's Works, Mrs Hellier;
in a number of ways, in mental
and filling come next and the story
The "Musical" fountain has arrived ties. We have some more we will
Chummy Gray of Rockland led in
also read "Caponsacchi" (by Arthur The Actors and Audiences of Shakealertness, in zest for one's daily championship, he played ln less than
is told by many signs and posters
home. Glad to see you Isaac.
write
about,
later.
Wish
someone
;
the
number
of
strikeouts,
with
70,
Goodrich and Rose A. Palmer).
speare’s Day. Miss Littlefield. Hostess,
I activities, in brightness of eye, and 15 games and that honor really goes
pointing out the use of long dis
It's lots of fun looking over thts would loan us some "Town Talk," of
handicapped in his record by the fact
The handsome programs fresh Mrs Ellingwood. Leader. Mrs. Moor,
| clearness of skin.
carded appliances that, have been
to Captain Ogier of the Rockland
old
paper
and
to
read
what,
the
cor

different
years
also
copies
of
the
that
he
was
not
playing
in
this
league
!
from The Courier-Gazette press, offer j April 9—Annual meeting. Hostess,
found in old storerooms and attics
"A five point program might be team wh0 p5ayed prMticaUy the enrespondents used to send in to be paper that James Wheeler used to
the latter part of the season. Douglas
this information as to the season's Mrs. Hellier.
adcpted by everyone with advan
of Maine and loaned by owners who
printed. Here is one about a terrible get out
I
IT
•
Hre
season.
Here are the lead.ng Walker, the Thomaston speed boy, |
proceedings;
tage. as a sort of health insurance:
were interested ln the effort of the
beast that was roaming the "Turkey"
was second with 69. Middleton of St [
batters, as Fowler found them:
Oct. 2—Prevue. Hostess, Mrs.
The characters in "Othello" will be
Department to advertise the modern
Everyone
regrets
the
departure
oi
First,
make
sure
of
proper
nutri■woods: “A little girl named Maud
George third with 41 (he also played product.
Littlefield; leader, Mrs. Lawrence. taken thus:
Ratting Averages
Henderson (she now lives in Massa- so man>’ summer visitors, going back ,
usf two Irvings of vegetables
comparatively few games). Westberg
Oct. 16—"Othello.” Notes of ths i Iago,
One can of Maine corn packed by
A B R. H Ave. of St. George fourth with 32. and
Mrs. Glover ; chusetts and I wonder if she remem to their respective homes. I suppose 0 'er tban itotatoes, two servings
commentator, Mrs. Rounds. Act. 1,
Winslow
and Jones ln 1867 and still
Mrs.
Ellingwood
j
bers
reading
about
it
in
Town
Talk
:
•Greenlaw,
C.,
417
36
6 15
■Othello,
Simmons of St. George fifth with 30. in apparent good condition with label
Origin and History of the Moorish I
them
back,
as
well
as
the
most
of
us.
a
day
'
•Clark,
W.,
5
.407
37
11
•
•
•
•
Miss Jameson . living in Turkey, now Glenmere. went
People, Miss Cochran; The Cid, Miss.,' Cassio,
still bright has attracted much at
Mr and Mrs. Julian H. Mabey reSecond' *Mure ful1 *«»««* of 8°°d •McLaren. R..
15 4 6 400
Mrs. Fales into ^e woods to Dick berries, and
Thc Pitching Records
Lamb. Hostess, Mrs. Lovejoy, toad- Brabantio,
tention. The sardine canners of
turned
home
two
weeks
ago.
Mr.
1
nutrition
by
getting
sufficient
sleep
Ogier,
R.,
389
103
17
40
Miss A. Erskine while on her way home was horrified
Player
W L
P.C. Eastern Maine have contributed a
Roderigo,
er, Mrs Hix.
91 21 34 .374 Goggin. W..
Mrs. Frost
find an animal of gigantic propor- Mabey said they had been coming in a wel1 ventilat«d room, this means E Grafton, T.,
4
0
1.000 complete line of old can making
Oct. 30—Notes of the commentator. Ludovico,
'at least eight hours daily for most •Mayhew, C.,
45 13 16 .355
3^5 Middleton, St. G.,
3
0
1.000 equipment and over against these,
Miss
York
i
tions
and
terrific
appearance
pursu,
to
Tenant's
Harbor
for
over
30
years
Duke,
Act. 2. The Father and Daughter
persons.
Archer. St. G ,
100 17 35 .350 j Stimpson, St. G.,
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